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From the Editor / L. Ian MacDonald

Budget 2015
W elcome to our annual is- 
 sue on the federal bud- 
 get, featuring our post-
budget Q&A with Finance Minister 
Joe Oliver. The other parties in the 
House—the NDP, the Liberals and 
the Greens—respond with their cri-
tiques of Budget 2015, the first in 
nearly a decade not to be delivered 
by Jim Flaherty.

Flaherty, who resigned after his Feb-
ruary 2014 budget only to pass away 
suddenly just three weeks later, left 
big shoes to be filled.

His last budget was in a time of plenty, 
with a forecast surplus of $6.4 billion 
in the current fiscal year, and nearly 
$32 billion over five years. Of course, 
that was when oil was $100 per barrel, 
twice what it is today. Every $5 drop 
in the price of oil costs the federal 
treasury $1 billion, so Oliver was look-
ing at a $8 billion shortfall, as well as 
promising a balanced budget. Not to 
mention the pre-announced family 
tax cut and child care package costing 
$5 billion a year.

Going into the budget, the ques-
tion was how Oliver would cover the 
spread and balance the books, while 
delivering on income splitting, child 
care, and a doubling of the limit on 
Tax Free Savings Accounts — as prom-
ised in the 2011 election campaign.

It was pretty obvious that Oliver 
would use the contingency reserve, 
and then in April he announced that 
the government had sold its shares 
from the 2009 bailout of General Mo-
tors for $3.2 billion. The question that 
remained was whether the govern-
ment would use the GM proceeds to 
pay down debt, invest in the Canada 
Pension Plan, or put it in operational 
spending to help balance the books. 
On April 21, we had our answer. 

When we met the next morning in 
the minister’s office in the James M. 
Flaherty building, Oliver was in an 
expansive mood.

We also have welcome budget cri-
tiques—especially with a federal elec-
tion looming — from Nathan Cullen 
of the NDP, Scott Brison for the Liber-
als and Green Party Leader Elizabeth 
May.

L eading off our Canada and the  
 World section, Robin Sears  
 considers the controversies 
over the niqab, the divisive wedge 
politics around it, and the decline of 
public discourse. As Sears notes: “The 
poison that wedge politics injects into 
any democracy is always the responsi-
bility of the leaders who indulge in it.”

Then, BMO Vice-Chair and former 
Privy Council clerk Kevin Lynch looks 
at Canada’s strengths and weaknesses 
in innovation, where the country 
ranks near the bottom of OECD rat-
ings on business R&D spending and 
productivity. It’s a thoughtful and 
important piece from one of Canada’s 
leading public policy figures.

From Jerusalem, McGill University 
historian and author Gil Troy dissects 
the recent Israeli election, in which 
Bibi Netanyahu won his third con-
secutive mandate as prime minister, 
and fourth term overall. In doing so, 
he confounded pollsters and pundits, 
who had widely predicted his defeat. 
His late surge came after an Election 
Day video in which he warned that 
Arab Israelis were voting “in droves,” 
a statement for which he was widely 
and justifiably criticized.

O ur lead foreign affairs writer  
 Jeremy Kinsman looks at the  
 US-Iran framework agree-
ment on Iranian nuclear technology. 
While the deal is far from done, and 
the two sides have disagreed on what 
some of it means, there’s no doubt 
that it’s an important milestone, 
not only in reducing the risk of Iran 
becoming a nuclear power, but also 
bringing the promise of some stabil-
ity to the volatile and violent Middle 

East. Iran is also aligned with the 
US and the West against the Islamic 
State. So, the enemy of my enemy is 
my friend.

Raynell Andreychuk, Chair of the Sen-
ate Foreign Affairs Committee, weighs 
in with a scathing piece on the Krem-
lin propaganda machine, particularly 
as it’s been deployed by Vladimir Pu-
tin’s minions on Ukraine, to say noth-
ing of his control over information 
inside Russia.

Michael Bourque, President of the 
Railway Association of Canada, looks 
at the important public safety issue 
of level railway crossings. There were 
180 crossing accidents in 2014 and 21 
deaths as a result. Since 2010, there 
have been 130 deaths due to accidents 
at level crossings. Bourque points to 
“dichotomy of authority” between 
Transport Canada and the Canadian 
Transportation Agency that has “jeop-
ardized safety”.

Former Atomic Energy of Canada CEO 
Hugh MacDiarmid and Terrestrial En-
ergy CEO Simon Irish make a case 
for the next, even safer generation of 
nuclear reactor. “The new generation 
of reactors,” they write, “is changing 
minds and gaining converts.”

Finally, we propose a spring list of po-
litical books for the season. Anthony 
Wilson-Smith weighs in with a rave 
review of David Halton’s biography 
of his father, Matthew, Canada’s radio 
voice of the Second World War, in ef-
fect our Ed Murrow. Dispatches from 
the Front, writes Wilson-Smith, is sim-
ply “superb.”

Our own Associate Editor, Lisa Van 
Dusen, looks at David Axelrod’s Believ-
er: My Forty Years in Politics, and con-
cludes that Barack Obama’s campaign 
director in 2008 wasn’t in it for the 
game, but to make a difference. And 
McGill’s Antonia Maioni looks at the 
autobiography of Victor Goldbloom, 
another story about doing the right 
thing in politics. Enjoy.  
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Q&A: A Conversation With  
Joe Oliver
Joe Oliver woke up on the morning of April 21st with 
the toughest job of any federal finance minister in de-
cades ahead of him. It was six months before a fed-
eral election, five months after OPEC precipitated an 
oil price crash that drastically reduced Oliver’s margin 
of maneuver, and he was filling the very large budget 
day shoes of the late Jim Flaherty. The morning after he 
tabled Budget 2015 and proclaimed a $1.4 billion sur-
plus, Oliver talked to Policy Editor L. Ian MacDonald 
about economics, politics and making history.

Policy: Mr. Oliver, here we are the mor-
ning after the budget. How do you feel?

Finance Minister Joe Oliver: I feel 
pretty good. It’s been a good couple 
of days. This is a good budget for Ca-
nadians right across the country from 
all walks of life so I’m very pleased we 
were able to present it in spite of the 
challenges of the dramatic decline in 
the oil price.

Policy: That was my next question. A 
year ago when you took office on the 
19th of March, oil was $100 a barrel. 
When you did the fall update it was 
$81. You were forecasting $81 a barrel 
and here we are at $50 a barrel.

Joe Oliver: It’s $56 right now, well sta-
bilized from the bottom, $44.

Policy: Are we looking at structural 
as well as cyclical issues here with the 

Policy Editor L. Ian MacDonald in conversation with Finance Minister Joe Oliver in his boardroom at the James M. Flaherty Building on April 22. 
Policy photo, Melissa Lantsman
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price of oil in terms of balancing the 
books and forecast revenues?

Joe Oliver: We take our forecast from 
15 private sector economists. If there 
are outliers we’ll take them out. There 
weren’t this time. We take the average 
so we’ve depoliticized the forecasting 
of economic growth and therefore 
we’re pretty comfortable that we’ve 
got a sound basis for the forecast.

The fact that oil has fallen as much as 
it has to some degree reduces the risk 
of commodity price change. In one 
sense, of course, you can say it fell 
so much who knows what will hap-
pen. One never knows what’s going 
to happen to commodity prices.

I’m not in the business of making 
forecasts myself, but you have to 
have a forecast in there for a budget. 
The number we’ve arrived at for this 
year is $54. It’s a bit lower than to-
day’s price but that’s the average for 
the full year.

It certainly reduced our flexibility 
in a significant way and that’s really 
what makes the balance remarkable 
because in addition to that matter, 
which is over $8 billion right out 
of the bottom line, we’ve still been 
able to bring taxes down to the low-
est level they’ve been in 50 years. 
We’ve got a major family benefits 
program. We’re reducing taxes. We 
have reduced taxes for businesses to 
the point they’re lower than they are 
in the G7 according to KPMG, 46 per 
cent lower than the United States.

We’ve got the biggest and longest in-
frastructure program in the history of 
Canada. We’re increasing investment 
in the military and we haven’t done 
this on the backs of transfers to the 
provinces. To the contrary, they’re 
up 63 per cent. You’d think from the 
complaints from Ontario that we’ve 
somehow done them ill.

The fact is the transfers since we came 
to office in 2006 are up 88 per cent 
for Ontario. I don’t know where their 
problems are other than the fact they 
want to divert attention from their 
own financial issues.

Policy: How the world can change 
in a year. In Mr. Flaherty’s last bud-
get, the forecast surplus was $6.4 
billion and here we are at $1.4 bil-

lion—and $32 billion over five years 
of surpluses and here we are at $13 
billion. That’s quite an impact, and 
all driven by oil, right?

Joe Oliver: It is a huge impact. 
Some people have said, well, are 
we spending too much attention to 
the resource sector? I don’t know if 
they’re suggesting we shouldn’t have 
sold oil at higher prices. The fact is 
these are private sector decisions. We 
have a highly diversified economy 
in Canada but resources have been  
a strength.

They’ll continue to be. We’re blessed 
with tremendous resources and, his-
torically, they’ve contributed some-
thing in the order of $30 billion to 
all levels of government. That’s really 
significant. I should say, hearkening 
back to my old portfolio, that if we 
could get our resources to tidewater 
one of the things we’d do is eliminate 
the huge differential between the in-
ternational price and the price we’re 
getting because of constraints on bot-
tlenecks in the United States.

In addition to that, we’re confront-
ing a real challenge because our only 
customer for energy exports is the 
United States and they’ve found vast 
amounts of their own resources so 
we’re going to need to access new 
markets. Happily, the markets are 
there. Unhappily, we haven’t got a 
way to deliver them. This issue is not 
going to go away. The decline in the 
price of oil has actually exacerbated 
the problem.

Policy: The Globe and Mail headline 
on the budget was “Balancing Act.” 
It’s interesting how you got there by 
dipping into the contingency reserve 
for $2 billion and using the proceeds 
of the GM stock sale for another 
$2.2 billion. Any thoughts on that? 
Is that unusual?

Joe Oliver: What’s a bit different is 
we’re in a surplus. When you’re in a 
deficit, you need a bigger contingen-
cy because you don’t have a surplus 
to provide a bigger cushion. When 
you’re in a surplus as we are now, we 
have $1.4 billion plus a billion so the 
cushion is really $2.4 billion.

In addition, the fact the price of oil 
has fallen by 50 per cent has reduced 
one of the risks. It’s not as if there’s 
a contingency fund that lasts for-
ever without dipping into anything. 
We’ve got to decide what the contin-
gency should be. This was the deci-
sion that we made.

Policy: The imperative of balancing 
the books.

Joe Oliver: Well, look, you could 
create a bigger contingency but if it’s 
not drawn on it goes to reduce the 
debt as does the surplus, if it’s not 
drawn on.

Policy: The other main headline of 
the day—and I’m sure your comms 
people are happy with it—in the Na-
tional Post it’s “Year of the Family”. 

It certainly reduced our flexibility in a significant 
way and that’s really what makes the balance 

remarkable because in addition to that matter, which is 
over $8 billion right out of the bottom line, we’ve still been 
able to bring taxes down to the lowest level they’ve been  
in 50 years.  

We’re confronting a 
real challenge 

because our only customer 
for energy exports is the 
United States and they’ve 
found vast amounts of their 
own resources so we’re 
going to need to access new 
markets. Happily, the 
markets are there. 
Unhappily, we haven’t got  
a way to deliver them.  
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Let’s talk about the family package and 
what this budget means for people in 
the 905’s of Canada, in the suburbs.

This is clearly a pre-election budget. 
There’s no doubt about that, but one 
of my friends was saying yesterday 
there’s nothing here for singles with 
no children except for the TFSA con-
tribution ceiling increase being dou-
bled to $10,000 per year.

Joe Oliver: The TFSA is very impor-
tant but we’re doing other things. 
Single seniors are also going to ben-
efit from the greater flexibility in re-
spect to RRIF’s. That’s very important. 
We’re providing a small business tax 
reduction. Not everyone who owns a 
small business has a family.

Some are starting out. That’s very sig-
nificant because 50 per cent of the 
working population in the private 
sector works for small businesses. The 
initiative for our transit fund is going 

to benefit people in the 905. (Toronto 
Mayor) John Tory has made it known 
to everybody that he’d like to see 
Smart Track go ahead. We’re not going 
to make decisions based on the mayor 
but Smart Track is the type of project 
that would be actively considered.

Policy: Let’s just go through them 
one by one. Income splitting—the 
critique is that it’s a tax break for the 
“rich” that will benefit only 15 per 
cent of Canadians but that’s still 2.2 
million families, is it not?

Joe Oliver: Well, yes, but they’re 
not all wealthy at all. If you com-
pare a couple where one person is 
making $120,000 to another couple 
where they’re both making $60,000 
each, these aren’t wealthy people but 
because of the different tax brackets 
one is paying considerably more. 
The first is paying considerably more 
than the second.

We listened to what Jim Flaherty 
said. We put a $2,000 cap on it and 
we think it’s very fair. But it’s part of 
an overall family package. When you 
look at the totality of it, two thirds 
of the benefits go to lower—and mid-
dle-income families and 25 per cent 
to families earning less than $30,000 
a year.

Just let me make another point in 
this regard. Most policies are de-
signed to achieve a tax benefit for 
certain groups of people. You have 
seniors’ income splitting. It doesn’t 
affect people who aren’t seniors. That 
doesn’t mean it’s a bad policy.

We have disability incentives. Most 
people aren’t disabled. That doesn’t 
mean it’s a bad policy, to the con-
trary. We’re adhering to the Mar-
rakesh Treaty. We’re going to provide 
people who are visually impaired 
with more access to printed materials. 
Well, most people aren’t going to di-
rectly benefit. It’s still a good policy.

With income splitting, we’re dealing 
with the issue of horizontal equity. 
You have to look at the totality of our 
policies and say is it balanced—not 
fiscally balanced but is it balanced 
in terms of providing benefits to the 
people who need it overall? I feel very 
strongly that we’ve got it right. When 
you look at the total picture, we’ve 
got it right. 

Policy: Then there’s the universal 
childcare benefit, the extra $420 
that’s coming in July in a one-time 
payment.

We listened to what 
Jim Flaherty said.  

We put a $2,000 cap on it 
and we think it’s very fair. 
But it’s part of an overall 
family package. When you 
look at the totality of it, two 
thirds of the benefits go to 
lower—and middle-income 
families and 25 per cent to 
families earning less than 
$30,000 a year.  

Joe Oliver points out that seniors are among the main beneficiaries of Budget 2015. Policy photo
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Joe Oliver: I know there are cynics 
but we couldn’t get it done earlier. 
People will be made aware.

Policy: The other family-driven 
items, the child care cost deductions, 
the child fitness credits, the Conser-
vative backbenchers that I talk to all 
say this stuff plays extremely well as a 
retail game at the door and the drive-
way. It’s quite 905-driven, this stuff.

Joe Oliver: Obviously we’re doing 
things for Canadians. When you do 
things for people they appreciate it. 
That’s why I was kind of shocked that 
Justin Trudeau wants to roll back the 
increases in the TFSA’s. This is a mid-
dle class benefit. Why he wants to do 
that, he’ll have to explain that.

Policy: And it’s the one thing in the 
budget for singles, that’s for sure.

Joe Oliver: His spinners are out 
there but I haven’t heard. The other 
thing he wants to roll back appar-
ently is the decrease in small business 
taxes. What’s that about?

Policy: Let me ask you about two 
things for seniors, who are people 
who vote—the compassionate leave 
for people with dementia and the 
home care accessibility tax credit.

Joe Oliver: The home accessibility 
tax credit is really very important be-
cause seniors and disabled people …

Policy: In effect you can put a mo-
bile staircase in your house.

Joe Oliver: Exactly. This isn’t…we’re 
not talking about getting new car-

pets here. We’re talking about things 
that are really important—guard rails 
when you’re in a shower, getting out 
of the bath. These are practical issues 
that are going to make life better and 
allow people to stay in their homes 
longer. That’s a really good thing.

The compassionate leave, extending 
the EI compassionate care benefit, 
I view as consistent with what Jim 
Flaherty was doing to help disabled 
people. This is for the gravely ill. You 
want people to focus on what really 
matters. By extending that from six 
weeks to 26 weeks I think we’re doing 
the right thing. I know we are.

Policy: In terms of your outlook for 
the economy, the Governor of the 
Bank in an interview in London said 
that growth in the first quarter was 
going to be “atrocious”, a choice of 
words he might have regretted a little 
bit later because it certainly made 
headlines. What’s your sense of the 
first half of the year?

Joe Oliver: He’s basically saying no 
growth in the first quarter and then 
it’s going to pick up. I’m not going to 
predict the quarter after that but our 
forecast is for 2 per cent for the entire 
year. Obviously, there’s pickup. What 
he was saying is the impact of the oil 
price wasn’t going to be greater but it 
was going to be quicker. That’s what 
he said.

Policy: Speaking of Mr. Flaherty, 
we’re sitting in the James M. Flaherty 
Building and as you know persons 
with disabilities was the great cause 
of his life, including autism. Full dis-
closure, my five-year old daughter has 
Asperger’s syndrome. There’s $2 mil-
lion in there the autistic community 
was asking for networking. It doesn’t 
sound like a lot of money but they’re 
very happy.

Joe Oliver: They’re very happy. That’s 
what they wanted. It’s always a chal-
lenge to make decisions of this kind 
because there are so many worthwhile 
causes but this one we really wanted 
to provide some help. I have relatives 
whose son has autism. It really takes a 
toll on families. We’re trying to help 
and we’re trying to find out more 
about how to cope with it. That’s what 
this is about. It’s important.

Policy: Finally, on a personal note, 
you said in the budget speech that 
you’d be forever grateful to your 
grandparents “for their fateful deci-
sion to immigrate to Canada more 
than a hundred years ago. Like so 
many others, they chose liberation 
over oppression, opportunity over 
stagnation and a bright future over a 
gathering storm.” What does it mean 
to you personally to be Canada’s first 
Jewish Finance Minister?

Joe Oliver: I don’t focus on that very 
much. Some people in the communi-
ty think it’s a wonderful thing.

Policy: It wouldn’t have happened 
50 years ago.

Joe Oliver: Probably not. And a 
number of things that happened in 
my career might not have happened 
a few decades before. I think the fact 
that it’s not really commented on 
very much is very positive because 
what you want is things to be … 
some of the past practices or discrimi-
nation, just to be gone.

Policy: The fact that it’s not news.

Joe Oliver: I think it’s simply a good 
thing. We’re still making progress. 
We now have the first Toronto police 
chief who’s black. People are com-
menting a lot about that. At a certain 
point it won’t be a big deal. That will 
be a good thing. This country has 
been a tremendous opportunity for 
people from all over the world.

When my grandparents came, there 
was no social safety net or anything. 
They didn’t expect necessarily to be 
treated without discrimination but 
they certainly knew they weren’t go-
ing to be persecuted. That’s an impor-
tant distinction because that’s what 
they confronted and not knowing 
how bad it would ultimately have 
been had they stayed. I guess one re-
flects back on decisions that weren’t 
made—I had nothing to do with it. 
It wasn’t easy and they’re not the 
only ones. It wasn’t easy for people 
to come here and how wonderful it 
is that they did for those of us who 
are here and how much they’ve con-
tributed to Canada. It’s a great story. 
I felt I wanted to make note of that 
without dwelling on it too much.  

The compassionate 
leave, extending the 

EI compassionate care 
benefit, I view as consistent 
with what Jim Flaherty was 
doing to help disabled 
people. This is for the 
gravely ill. You want people 
to focus on what really 
matters. By extending that 
from six weeks to 26 weeks I 
think we’re doing the right 
thing. I know we are.  
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A Different Vision for Canada: 
What the NDP Would Do
Nathan Cullen

Budgets are always political documents, and a budget tabled six months before an elec-
tion even more so. Before the week was out after Budget 2015 was tabled, Joe Oliver’s 
comment that the fiscal consequences of the government’s tax breaks would be a matter 
for Stephen Harper’s granddaughter to deal with galvanized the pre-election debate around 
pocketbook issues. Here, NDP finance critic Nathan Cullen presents his party’s case.

M iddle class families are  
 looking for help to get  
 ahead, but Budget 2015 
makes it regrettably clear that the 
Conservatives are more interested 
in helping the wealthiest and well-
connected few. Instead of a long-
term economic vision for Canada, 
this budget is focused on short-term 
political gain and leaves future gen-
erations with a mess to clean up. 
What stands out most, in fact, is the 
desperate lack of ambition and a co-
herent vision for Canada’s economy. 
The finance minister actually admit-
ted that the real costs of Conservative 
election pandering will be borne by 
our children and grandchildren.

After nearly a decade of Conserva-
tive government, working and mid-
dle class families are working harder 
than ever, but falling further and fur-
ther behind —even the Governor of 
the Bank of Canada recently quipped 
that the economy was looking “atro-
cious” in the first quarter of 2015. 
There are more than 1.3 million Ca-
nadians out of work, employment 
growth is stagnant at a meagre 0.8 
per cent, and over 400,000 manufac-
turing jobs have disappeared on the 
Conservative government’s watch. 
Storm clouds aren’t just on the hori-
zon, they’re here, and Conservative 
failures to get the economy moving 
are being felt across Canada.  

Canadians have been waiting for a 
plan from Ottawa that focuses on 
their priorities and they had hoped 
Budget 2015 would be that plan. They 

wanted a budget that would help give 
their kids the best start in life, with 
immediate action to create the good 
jobs that hard-working Canadians 
rely on to support their families. Mid-
dle class families needed Budget 2015 
to improve the quality of their lives 
and it simply didn’t deliver.

The Conservatives have ignored pleas 
for action and introduced a budget 
that stubbornly moves ahead with 
their narrow political priorities. Their 
ongoing handouts to the wealthiest 

Canadians and large corporations— 
and their pledge to keep doing so— 
are leaving too many people behind 
and puts vital public services at risk. 

Budget 2015 moves ahead with Ste-
phen Harper’s reckless income split-
ting scheme, which will give billions 
of dollars in benefits to folks that don’t 
need them and absolutely nothing to 
more than 85 per cent of Canadians. 
This is unfair and has been criticized 

by just about everyone who’s taken 
a close look at it: from the Canadi-
an Centre for Policy Alternatives to 
the C.D. Howe Institute and labour 
unions, to the Canadian Taxpayers 
Federation. With such broad agree-
ment from left to right across the po-
litical spectrum that income splitting 
is bad policy and a long-term nega-
tive for Canada’s economy, it takes a 
special kind of stubbornness to force 
it through. 

B ut the Conservatives weren’t  
 content to stop there—they  
 doubled down with even more 
handouts to the wealthy by hiking 
the TFSA contribution limit. Like 
income splitting, the TFSA increase 
overwhelmingly benefits the wealthi-
est Canadians. Less than 16 per cent 
of Canadians had contributed their 
maximum in 2012 and only a few of 
the wealthy have an extra $10,000 
burning a hole in their pockets at 
the end of each year. This reckless 
scheme will let the rich shelter their 
assets—tax free— and set a ticking 
time bomb that will eventually result 
in tens of billions of dollars in lost 
government revenue. The Conserva-
tives know this plan is flawed, but the 
Finance minister says he is content to 
leave the consequences to our grand-
children to fix. That is the very oppo-
site of responsible leadership.  

The Conservative government is also 
maintaining billions of dollars in 
handouts to the most profitable cor-
porations, with hundreds of millions 

There are more  
than 1.3 million 

Canadians out of work, 
employment growth is 
stagnant at a meagre 0.8 
per cent, and over 400,000 
manufacturing jobs have 
disappeared on the 
Conservative government’s 
watch.  
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in tax loopholes for CEOs.  

But while the budget is full of hand-
outs for those at the top, it is just as 
notable for its lack of action on pri-
orities to help the rest of Canadians. 
There is no meaningful effort to cre-
ate affordable, quality childcare spaces 
for Canadian families that are facing 
soaring costs. There was no boost to 
CPP benefits to ensure that seniors can 
retire in dignity, and nothing to help 
low-income earners make ends meet.

The budget continues the Conserva-
tive pattern of inaction on climate 
change and leaves Canada with no 
plan to reduce emissions as the rest of 
the world prepares for important in-
ternational negotiations in Paris later 
this year. There is no investment in 
renewable energy, clean technology 
or energy efficiency to grow the econ-
omy while protecting the environ-
ment. And for the services Canadians 
rely on, this budget continues with 
$14 billion in cuts across the board to 
everything from food safety to Statis-
tics Canada. 

This being an election budget, there 
are a handful of good measures and, 
for the most part, these are ideas 
taken from Tom Mulcair’s plan. I’m 
certainly happy to see that NDP pres-
sure has resulted in some tax relief for 
small businesses across the country. 
I’m also pleased to see that the Con-
servatives have followed our lead on 
lowering the minimum withdrawal 
threshold for RRIFs, extending the 
capital cost allowance for manufac-
turers, and extending compassionate 
care benefits under EI. 

However, as a whole, we need to rec-
ognize that the measures in this bud-
get are overwhelmingly designed to 
help those who need them the least. 
That’s not the kind of budget that Ca-
nadians want or that New Democrats 
can support. 

M y New Democratic col- 
 leagues and I have pro- 
 posed a series of practical 
measures that will help fix the dam-
age done by Stephen Harper and 
improve quality of life for Canadian 
families. Our proposals will help 
make life more affordable for all Ca-

nadians and help businesses create 
good quality and stable jobs. 

At the heart of the NDP’s plan is Tom 
Mulcair’s commitment to implement 
a universal, $15 a day child care pro-
gram across Canada. This is exactly 
the kind of policy that so many Cana-
dian families say they are looking for. 
It gives young families—facing sky-
rocketing child care costs that can top 
$2,000 a month—the support they 
need. Not only would this policy help 
these families and lower their costs by 
hundreds of dollars a month, it would 
provide a major boost to our economy 
to the tune of $20 billion annually. 
This kind of policy has already been 
successfully test-driven in Quebec, 
where a similar program allowed more 
than 70,000 Quebec women to return 
to work and provided a major boost to 
the province’s economy and the gov-
ernment’s revenues. 

Our commitment to Canadians is 
responsible. We will make smart in-
vestments in our roads, bridges, and 
public transit, which are desperately 
needed to help families and workers 
avoid gridlock, while helping Cana-
dian businesses get their products to 
market. We will lower taxes for Cana-
da’s real job creators—small business-
es. While both the red and blue teams 
have given out tax handouts to Can-
ada’s largest corporations, only the 

NDP has been consistently calling for 
real action to help these job creators. 

Unlike the other parties, the New 
Democrats would not leave the most 
vulnerable Canadians behind. Tom 
Mulcair and New Democrats have 
been at the forefront of the campaign 
to reinstate the federal minimum 
wage and raise it to $15 an hour. New 
Democrats believe that no one who 
works full-time should be forced to 
live in poverty. That’s why we’ve also 
proposed using revenues from clos-
ing a tax loophole for CEOs to fund 
increases in the Working Income Tax 
Benefit and the National Child Bene-
fit Supplement that go to support the 
most vulnerable in our society.

Our commitment also extends into 
retirement: New Democrats will re-
store the age of retirement from 67 
to 65 to ensure that Canadians liv-
ing on the edge won’t have to live in 
poverty while waiting to get access to 
OAS-GIS. We will also work with the 
provinces to expand the Canada and 
Quebec Pension Plans so that, in an 
era of declining workplace pensions, 
Canadians can still save adequately 
for retirement. 

After a decade of Conservative mis-
management, marked by seven years 
of deficits and over 400,000 lost man-
ufacturing jobs, Canadians are ready 
for change. They want their priorities 
to be heard; they do not want to see 
their hard-earned tax dollars doled 
out to the richest members of our so-
ciety and to the most profitable mul-
tinational corporations. They want 
to know that their children will be 
able to make a decent living. Cana-
dians want to know that they will be 
able to retire in dignity and that their 
government is helping the most vul-
nerable, while also living up to our 
broader responsibilities of protecting 
our environment and creating a new 
green economy. 

In a few short months, Canadians 
will have the opportunity to elect 
Canada’s first NDP government. We 
will put them first and make Cana-
da’s economy work for them.   

Nathan Cullen is Official Opposition 
finance critic and NDP MP for Skeena–
Bulkley Valley. nathan.cullen@parl.gc.ca

NDP finance critic Nathan Cullen on the 
economy: “Storm clouds aren’t just on the 
horizon, they’re here.” House of Commons 
photo
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Budget 2015: Helping Those  
Who Need it the Least
Scott Brison

As the main political parties fill the post-budget, pre-election landscape with their eco-
nomic arguments, the plight of middle-class Canadians is already emerging as a major 
theme in the coming campaign narrative. Liberal finance critic Scott Brison says the 
Harper government has sold out the middle class for a suite of boutique tax cuts that 
cater to the Conservative base. 

T oo many middle class Cana- 
 dians are struggling to make  
 ends meet. They’re losing 
hope. But instead of focusing on the 
middle class and those working hard 
to join it, the latest federal budget 
helps those who need it least.

Canadians know that the status quo 
isn’t working. The economy was stag-
nating even before the drop in oil 
prices. The government’s own fiscal 
update last November showed the 
economy slowing down every year 
across its planning horizon. Since 
then, the outlook has deteriorated 
further. The Governor of the Bank 
of Canada has called lower oil prices 
“unambiguously negative” for the 
Canadian economy. He even warned 
that growth in the first quarter of 
2015 would look “atrocious.”

The drop in oil prices was enough to 
prompt the Bank of Canada to act 
and cut interest rates. Finance Min-
ister Joe Oliver reacted by delaying 
the budget and avoiding question pe-
riod. He left Canadians waiting for a 
real plan to strengthen the economy. 
Even now, after the budget, they are 
still waiting.

Despite the weakened state of the 
economy, the Conservatives’ prior-
ity is still two expensive tax breaks: 
income splitting and a significantly 
higher limit for Tax Free Savings Ac-
counts (TFSAs).

The question that ought to have 
guided their budget preparations is, 
“Will these measures generate signifi-

cant growth that will benefit the mid-
dle class?” On both income splitting 
and the new TFSA annual limit, the 
answer is a resounding “no.” Neither 
one is a job creation measure. Both of 
them disproportionately benefit the 
rich instead of focusing that help on 
the middle class.

At $2 billion per year, income split-
ting will leave a significant hole in the 
federal treasury. But the vast major-
ity of Canadian households—85 per 
cent—won’t get a dime. It won’t help 
single parents, the lowest-income 
families, or families with two parents 
in the same tax bracket. They will, 
however, bear the cost of it. Further-
more, the Parliamentary Budget Offi-
cer has shown that income splitting 
will weaken economic growth rather 
than strengthen it. He estimates that 
it will lead to the equivalent of 7,000 
fewer full-time jobs due to lower 
marginal effective wages caused by 

income-splitting.

I ncreasing the TFSA contribution  
 limit to $10,000 per year is also  
 expensive and unfair. The previ-
ous limit was helping the middle class 
save for retirement. However, most 
Canadians won’t benefit from the 
new higher limit. Canadian families 
are struggling under record levels of 
personal debt. The average household 
in Canada now owes $1.65 for every 
dollar of disposable income. Most Ca-
nadians don’t have an extra $10,000 
(or $20,000 for couples) to sock away 
each year. But wealthy Canadians 
do. Over time, benefits from the new 
TFSA limit will increasingly skew to 
the rich as the vast majority of Cana-
dians are left unable to make use of 
their growing contribution room.

Another point to remember is that 
TFSAs don’t count toward income-
tested benefits. Therefore, increasing 
the TFSA limit to $10,000 per year will 
result in more Old Age Security (OAS) 
and Guaranteed Income Supplement 
(GIS) payments for relatively wealthi-
er seniors. Yet it was only three years 
ago—just after the last election—that 
the Conservatives broke their prom-
ise and falsely claimed that they had 
to raise the qualifying age of OAS in 
order to keep the program financially 
sustainable. Raising the eligibility age 
of OAS from 65 to 67 will take $32,000 
in OAS and GIS payments away from 
each of Canada’s poorest and most 
vulnerable seniors. The federal gov-
ernment will start taking that money 
away at precisely the same time as the 

At $2 billion per 
year, income splitting 

will leave a significant hole 
in the federal treasury. But 
the vast majority of 
Canadian households—85 
per cent—won’t get a dime. 
It won’t help single parents, 
the lowest-income families, 
or families with two parents 
in the same tax bracket.  
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extra OAS payments for wealthier se-
niors start to really kick-in.

Taking money from poor seniors in 
order to give it to the rich is unfair 
and un-Canadian.

A lmost doubling the TFSA limit  
 will also cost the government  
 billions of dollars each year 
down the road. A third of that cost 
will be borne by the provinces. This 
means that middle class Canadians 
will face cuts to the services they de-
pend on, while shouldering a higher 
share of the tax burden.

The cost of the new TFSA limit is not 
the only sign of structural weakness 
in Canada’s fiscal house. The budget’s 
very foundation—the claim of a fiscal 
surplus—is already crumbling.

The Conservatives have fabricated 
an illusory $1.4 billion surplus on 
the eve of an election by slashing the 
contingency reserve. Had they kept 
the reserve intact, the budget would 
have continued to show the govern-
ment in deficit until at least 2017. 
Last year, then-Finance Minister Jim 
Flaherty said that he could have used 
the contingency reserve to forecast 
a small surplus for 2014-15. He also 
said that it would have been “im-
prudent” to do so. He was right. We 
now know that with the drop in oil 
prices, that surplus would never have 
materialized.

Finance Minister Joe Oliver’s decision 
to raid the rainy day fund in 2015-16 
has left the government with no room 
for similar, unforeseen events. Min-
ister Oliver’s reckless streak doesn’t 
end there. While the government 
was advised to increase its prudential 
measures in the face of volatile oil 
prices, the Finance Minister went in 
the other direction entirely. Instead 
of increasing the contingency reserve 
to create a buffer against volatile oil 
prices, his budget assumes that oil 
prices will increase by 50 percent. The 
Bank of Canada knows better than to 
build their forecasts around the hope 
that oil prices will rise quickly. The 
Conservative government should be 
similarly cautious.

The cut to the contingency reserve 
isn’t the only line item in the budget 

that is larger than the illusory sur-
plus. The budget also relies on one-
time asset sales. At $2.2 billion, the 
impact of selling the GM shares in 
2015-16 dwarfs the illusory surplus. 
It also confirms the real reason why 
Minister Oliver sat on his hands and 
delayed the budget until April (i.e., 
the start of the fiscal year). He needed 
the revenue from the sale to count to-
ward 2015-16 instead of 2014-15.

R ecognizing the Conservatives’  
 many sleights of hand, it ap- 
 pears that after seven consecu-
tive deficits, they still have yet to 
balance the budget. They spent the 
surplus before it even arrived, largely 
on expensive measures that will do 
little to create jobs and growth. Their 
actions make it clear that they care 
more about their own short-term po-
litical interests than the larger chal-
lenges facing the economy.

When Minister Oliver flippantly 
remarked on Budget Day that the 
new TFSA limit was a problem for 
“Stephen Harper’s granddaughter to 
solve,” it reflected a broader disin-
terest in addressing Canada’s longer 
term challenges. Instead of building 
for the future, the Conservatives have 

engineered a reverse home-mortgage 
on Canada’s fiscal house. They are 
burdening the next generation with 
irresponsible tax breaks for the rich 
on the eve of an election.

One of the biggest challenges facing 
Canada—and hurting our produc-
tivity—is the infrastructure deficit. 
Congested roads and bridges mean 
that people and goods cannot al-
ways get to where they are needed on 
time. Meanwhile, current economic 
conditions are creating an historic 
opportunity for us to increase infra-
structure investments. With a slow-
growth economy, soft labour market, 
low bond yields and even negative 
real interest rates, this is the right 
time for government to ramp up its 
investments. Building infrastructure 
creates jobs today and improves com-
petitiveness, which helps create more 
jobs and growth in the future. Yet the 
budget delays new infrastructure in-
vestments until after 2017.

The budget also fails to address chal-
lenges in the labour market for young 
Canadians. The employment rate for 
young Canadians aged 15 to 24 is still 
significantly below pre-recession lev-
els (56.2 percent in March 2015 com-
pared to 60.2 percent in September 
2008). The cost of prolonged youth 
unemployment and underemploy-
ment is real. Not only does it hurt 
young people today, they also face 
lower wages for at least a decade, as 
they try to catch up on missed work 
experience. It also hurts middle class 
parents who end up taking on more 
debt to help their adult children 
make ends meet.

Today in Canada, we have the first 
generation of parents of whom a ma-
jority believes that their children will 
be worse off. Canadians are losing 
hope. They want a government that 
will focus on building the economy 
and strengthening the middle class, 
not more tax breaks for the rich.

This budget only provides more evi-
dence that the Conservatives have 
lost touch with the priorities of the 
middle class.    

Scott Brison is Liberal finance critic  
and the Member of Parliament for 
Kings-Hants. scott.brison@parl.gc.ca   

Liberal finance critic Scott Brison writes that 
the budget benefits affluent Canadians on the 
backs of the struggling middle class. House of 
Commons photo
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Show Me the Money: Stephen 
Harper’s Budget Sleight of Hand
Elizabeth May

In the years since Elizabeth May’s first budget lock-up, federal budgets have gone from 
being economic blueprints for the betterment of Canadian life, she writes, to being 
amalgamations of election promises and pseudo-promises. As leader of the federal Green 
Party, May exercises her imperative to underscore the lack of a single mention of climate 
change in Joe Oliver’s budget. As a Canadian, she has other complaints, too. 

I have been going into lock-ups  
 and reading budgets for years—  
 and years.

I remember the biggest, greenest 
budget—it was the Mulroney govern-
ment’s  Green Plan in Michael Wil-
son’s 1990 budget; a five-year, $3 bil-
lion commitment.  

A very close second was Ralph Goo-
dale’s 2005 budget—another multi-
billion commitment for climate 
action—including the first gas tax 
commitment to municipalities, seed 
money for a major climate fund, in-
frastructure and eco-energy/energy 
efficiency. 

Remembering only made it worse 
when Environment Minister Leona 
Aglukkaq said, the day after Joe Oli-
ver’s first budget, that it was the most 
environmental in Canada’s history.  

To call that a “lie” would be to digni-
fy it with gravitas. But we are so used 
to budgets that are no longer real, we 
hardly notice anymore. 

When I was executive director of the 
Sierra Club of Canada, budgets were 
organized along the lines of govern-
ment departments. There were tables 
and charts showing what those de-
partments received over the previous 
few years and projections for the next 
few years. I went into lock-ups look-
ing to see how we were faring with 
our 1992 Rio commitments – were we 
getting close to raising development 
assistance to 0.7 per cent of GDP? 
Was there new spending to promote 

renewable energy, increase efficiency 
and invest in our communities? 

T hese days, the budget is a  
 nearly incomprehensible am- 
 algamation of promises and 
pseudo-promises—a hodgepodge of 
election inducements rather than a 
coherent, prudent plan for Canada’s 
future economic and social health.

But this budget represents a new low. 
The existence of an overseas develop-
ment program is never mentioned. 
This even though we were told just 
weeks ago in the House, during the 
debate on the extended mission in 
Iraq and Syria, that the mission in-
cluded a generous contribution to 
address the humanitarian crisis. 
With $360 million in 2015-16 for 

the bombing campaign, not a penny 
is mentioned for aid. No mention is 
made of development assistance any-
where in the world. In the two pre-
vious years’ budgets, foreign aid was 
cut by $670 million. And, of course, 
in the omnibus budget bill, the Ca-
nadian International Development 
Agency was eliminated and merged 
into the Department of Foreign Af-
fairs. Now, we realize how truly 
erased CIDA has been. Overseas de-
velopment assistance is now 0.23 per 
cent of GDP; less than half what it 
was when Brian Mulroney recommit-
ted Canada at the Rio Summit to the 
target of 0.7 per cent of GDP.

There is equally—notoriously—no 
mention of climate change. Not even 
a whiff of a suggestion that Canada’s 
government has noticed increasingly 
severe weather events, nor our abys-
mal failure to move toward green-
house gas (GHG) reductions pledged 
by Stephen Harper in Copenhagen 
six years ago. Instead, the budget 
brings fresh proof of the meaning 
of Harper’s promises. In 2009, at the 
Pittsburgh G20 Summit, Stephen 
Harper pledged to stop subsidizing 
fossil fuels. Not only are subsidies still 
flowing to the oil sands, Budget 2015 
opens up a whole new tax benefit for 
the fracking and LNG industry.

S even months from now in Par- 
 is, Canada will join the global  
 negotiations for a meaningful, 
comprehensive treaty to move the 
world away from fossil fuel depen-

There is equally—
notoriously—no 

mention of climate change. 
Not even a whiff of a 
suggestion that Canada’s 
government has noticed 
increasingly severe weather 
events, nor our abysmal 
failure to move toward 
greenhouse gas (GHG) 
reductions pledged by 
Stephen Harper in 
Copenhagen six years ago.  
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dence. COP21 (the 21st Conference 
of the Parties of the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change) 
will take place in the last week of 
November and first week of Decem-
ber in Paris. This is a deadline with 
no chance of “do-overs.”  The atmo-
sphere is already so overloaded with 
GHG that we have one last chance to 
reduce emissions sufficiently to avoid 
increasingly catastrophic impacts. 

Canada will be expected to step up. 
We are already overdue in tabling our 
planned commitment with the UN 
climate office. The “intended nation-
ally determined contributions” were 
due in the first quarter of 2015. Miss-
ing that deadline and ignoring cli-
mate in the budget have made it clear 
where Stephen Harper thinks climate 
change belongs: somewhere well be-
low his commitment to oil sands 
expansion.

Having put all its eggs in the bitumen 
basket for so long, the Harper govern-
ment reacted to low oil prices like a 
bunny in the headlights—delaying 
the budget by months while ignor-
ing economic opportunities. In the 
Green Party’s pre-budget submission, 
we had urged the finance minister 
to move quickly to provide needed 
boosts for those sectors of our econo-
my that benefit from the low dollar—
specifically tourism, film and televi-
sion production, and manufacturing. 
While the budget acknowledges that 
tourism is a significant sector of our 
economy, no funding is committed. 
It was this prime minister who can-
celled all advertising in the US mar-
ket to promote Canada as a tourism 
destination, yet we have missed the 
chance to boost our visibility as a 
destination in advance of the 2015 
summer season, and at a time when 
the devalued loonie is a strong selling 

point to American tourists.

One great tourist draw, our national 
parks system, has suffered deep cuts. 
This budget includes a two-page 
spread extolling the benefits of the 
national parks but includes no new 
funding for Parks Canada. 

The same is true for digital infrastruc-
ture, mental health, the Consumer 
Protection Framework, and credit 
unions. Lovely write-ups and discus-
sion of the exciting future plans; but 
no funding. This is new, even in the 
Harper era.

Above all, the fundamental prin-
ciple that Parliament controls the 
public purse is utterly forgotten. The 
omnibus bill that allowed the PMO 
to control even that, through the 
“deeming” of the fact of Parliamen-
tary review of billions of dollars of 
spending, must be repealed. Mem-
bers of Parliament must be able to 
read a budget and know what it says. 
For now, I cannot call this volume a 
“budget.” It is no longer even called 
a budget by the government, but the 
“Economic Action Plan 2015” sub-
titled “STRONG LEADERSHIP: a bal-
anced budget, low-tax plan for Jobs, 
Growth and Security.” 

It is Harper’s annual big, thick bro-
chure. After the election, let us hope 
we can renew the notion of fiscal 
planning for the wellbeing of Can-
ada—for this generation and the 
next—as a shared goal of serious 
people.    

Elizabeth May, Leader of the Green 
Party of Canada, is the Member of 
Parliament for Saanich-Gulf Islands. 
elizabeth.may@parl.gc.ca

Green Party Leader Elizabeth May notes there isn’t a single mention of climate change in Budget 
2015, an indictment of the Harper government’s failure on the environment. House of  
Commons photo

Having put all its 
eggs in the bitumen 

basket for so long, the 
Harper government reacted 
to low oil prices like a bunny 
in the headlights—delaying 
the budget by months while 
ignoring economic 
opportunities.  
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Diversity and Democracy:  
The Niqab Debate 
Robin V. Sears

As the federal parties fine-tune their messages for a fall 
election, Canadians are already getting a rancid taste 
of the divide-and-conquer tactics of wedge politics. As 
longtime NDP strategist and veteran political observ-
er Robin Sears writes, the fear-driven dark art has its 
modern roots in the Southern Strategy of Richard Nixon 
and the smear campaigns of Republican operative Lee 
Atwater. But Canadians have the power to choose a 
different path.

C harles Taylor wowed the Broad- 
 bent Institute’s recent Progress  
 Summit with a tour de force on 
the essentials of democracy. At 83, Tay-
lor is the only Canadian who is sits at 
the very peak of contemporary philos-
ophers internationally. He is without 
parallel as a sage on what makes de-
mocracy work, and what kills it. 

As he demonstrated at the Broadbent 
Institute’s second convening of pro-
gressive thinkers, he can take complex, 
controversial policy debates and resolve 
them with crystal clarity and convic-
tion. His deconstruction of the poison-
ous games some politicians play with 
wedges on race, religion, and ethnicity 
was powerful and riveting.

Philosopher Charles Taylor delivering a keynote at the Broadbent Institute’s Progress Summit in Ottawa. Successful democracies, he said, require 
shared values and solidarity. Photo by Tristan Brand, Media Style
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Successful democracies, he began, 
require shared values and solidarity. 
Solidarity requires a sense of com-
munity and shared identity. But that 
identity can also bleed into exclu-
sion, the deliberate division of society 
internally and externally into hostile 
camps along politically-charged eth-
nic, racial and religious lines. 

He made the irrefutable observation 
that no one of us is immune to the 
temptation to travel the path of ex-
clusion, racism and hatred; and then 
paints our other half. We all have an 
openness to building an inclusive tol-
erant, diverse democracy, as well.

How else to explain those countries 
that have swerved from exclusion 
to integration and back again, he 
asked, citing the sad case of France. 
The temptation to divide for political 
advantage never fades, and is never 
more dangerous than in times of 
rapid change, economic pain, or per-
ceived threats to national security. 

The poison that wedge politics injects 
into any democracy is always the re-
sponsibility of the political leaders 
who indulge in it. An experienced 
logger pounds his steel wedge at the 
weakest, most vulnerable point in a 
log. A wedge after all has only one 
purpose, to split apart, with the use of 
force. A political wedge is employed 
no differently. It is inserted at the 
spot where a community’s bonds are 
weakest and easiest to pry apart. 

R esponsible political leader- 
 ship—leaders who avoid the  
 temptation to divide for par-
tisan gain—is one of the necessary 
pillars of any successful democracy, 
Taylor warns. This almost simplistic 
parable—everyone can be tempted 
down the path of hate, and demo-
cratic leadership requires the effective 
delivery of a less destructive vision—
is nonetheless powerful. 

Those who defend “sharp contrast” 
politics—often conservative strate-
gists and their clients—might claim 
that Taylor’s definition of the essen-
tials of democracy is merely a defense 
of mushy, liberal centrist politics. 
Sharpening the differences, and the 

importance of choosing between 
them, they argue, is also essential for 
democracy. This is disingenuous, to 
put it mildly.

When you attack niqab-wearing 
women—as a dog-whistle about Is-
lamic terror—it is deeply insulting 
to the values of thousands of already 
vulnerable fellow citizens. It also 
lights two fuses: one ends in mosque 
and synagogue attacks and proto-
fascist political parties we have seen 
across the Western world, the other 
in the death of bewildered Canadian 
children tempted into making jihad 
in Syria. 

As Taylor points out, democratic pol-
iticians’ angry, exclusionary rhetoric 
is a powerful recruiting tool for those 
who would prey on the isolation and 
anger of those ethnically and reli-
giously targeted. 

The politics of division through fear 
have been around since Spartan lead-
ers hardened their grip on power, 
feeding their citizens’ angst with the 
demonization of the helots. The hope 
that the horrors of the first half of the 
20th century would restrain the use 
of racist and religious rhetoric died in 
Bosnia and Rwanda. 

Today’s wedge political messaging 
grew out of the frustration of 1960s 
American Republicans at their inabil-
ity to break the hold of liberal eco-
nomic orthodoxy on politics. First 
Barry Goldwater and then Richard 
Nixon flirted with racist messages to 
peel white Southerners away from 
the Democratic Party. 

U nder the influence of Roger  
 Ailes, later the genius behind  
 Fox News, Ronald Reagan 
raised the ante. He launched his los-

ing campaign for the Republican 
nomination in 1976 in Neshoba, Mis-
sissippi—the county where three civil 
rights workers had been murdered 
only a decade before—with a ring-
ing endorsement of “states rights,” 
the code then and now for the right 
of American states to maintain racist 
legislation.

It was Lee Atwater and Karl Rove in 
the 1980s and 1990s who took wedge 
politics to the highest peak of po-
litical success—and its lowest ethical 
depths. They were the mentors for 
Canadian conservatives’ fascination 
with these tools. Atwater took the 
Southern Strategy used by Nixon and 
Reagan and implanted it in northern 
industrial states. He used the same 
fear of black violence even more egre-
giously, as epitomized by the Willy 
Horton TV ads in 1988. Horton was 
a repulsive convicted murderer and 
rapist, to whom the Massachusetts 
government under Governor Michael 
Dukakis had foolishly granted parole. 
He committed another rape before 
his re-arrest.

The ads took this sad failure of the pa-
role system and turned it into a series 
of messages that all but declared that 
a Dukakis presidency would sharply 
increase the risk that your wife or 
daughter would be raped by future 
Willy Hortons. It worked on several 
levels as a partisan weapon: it nailed 
Dukakis as a liberal wimp, granted 
candidate George Bush—not seen 
as a “tough cop” candidate—crime-
fighter credentials, and send white 
working-class Democrats a piercing 
dog-whistle. It helped seal the defeat 
of the hapless Dukakis campaign.

Under Rove for George W. Bush, this 
dark art later moved to an even deep-
er level, first in the 2000 Republican 

The poison that wedge politics injects into any 
democracy is always the responsibility of the 

political leaders who indulge in it. An experienced logger 
pounds his steel wedge at the weakest, most vulnerable 
point in a log. A wedge after all has only one purpose, to 
split apart, with the use of force.  
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primary campaign smear of John Mc-
Cain as an adulterer with an illegiti-
mate non-white daughter, and then 
a drive-by shooting of John Kerry in 
2004 as a liar about his war record. 
The McCain attack was delivered first 
in one of the most racially polarized 
states in the union, South Carolina. 
The Swift Boat attack on Kerry was 
first aimed at Democratic vets, then 
rolled out nationally. 

A twater and Rove denied any  
 involvement in any of these  
 “independent” ad campaigns. 
None of their opponents nor most 
American political observers be-
lieved them. Each attack was power-
fully effective—and both were bald-
faced lies.

It was the political genius of GOP 
campaigns wedge messaging that 
seized the attention of Canadian con-
servative strategists, first in Ontario 
with the Common Sense Revolution 
of Mike Harris in 1995 and then na-
tionally. The fear of your job being 
threatened by a non-white immi-
grant and the vast amounts of “your 
tax dollars” being wasted on drug-
addled welfare mothers were among 
a variety of toxic messages employed 

on TV, in speeches and on doorsteps 
in Ontario. 

Since the Conservatives took power 
federally in 2006, we have seen child 
pornography, drug policy, terrorism, 
refugees, and gun ownership used as 
wedge issues. This year, the wedges 
took a decidedly darker turn.

A variety of Conservative politicians, 
from the prime minister down to 
a few knuckle dragging MPs, have 
attacked niqab-wearing women, 
“brown-skinned” foreign workers, 
radical imams, mosques as seats of 
terror, and the old chestnut, “soft 
on terrorism” this time scurrilously 
aligned with tolerance for “anti-
women” Islam. If it had not offended 
and frightened so many thousands 
of Muslim Canadian citizens, the 
crude redneck quality to these attacks 
would be laughable. 

But they have caused deep fear, divi-
sion and offense.

Liberals and New Democrats are 
not innocent in this cheapening 
of political discourse. In a Toronto 
speech on tolerance and diversity, 
Justin Trudeau foolishly invoked 
the “none is too many” era of the 
Second World War, when the Lib-
eral government of Mackenzie King 
turned away thousands of Jewish ref-
ugees from Europe, sending them to 
certain death. Jewish groups found 
the comparison inaccurate and in-
appropriate. The Paul Martin team 
were, after all, responsible for the 
Monty Python-esque “soldiers with 
guns in our cities” ads in the 2005-
06 campaign. New Democrats ran 

some ethically dubious ads against 
the Conservatives, especially some 
nasty animated ads in Quebec. How-
ever, progressives are squeamish 
about this type of messaging, partly 
because many in their own base find 
it so offensive. So they lack the Con-
servative war machines’ zeal and ef-
fectiveness, necessary to attack and 
then double down with even harsh-
er attacks. 

Canadians being Canadian, our ver-
sion of wedge politics would elicit 
sardonic chuckles from Australian 
and American wedge campaigners. 
The levels of mendacity, viciousness 
and vulgarity that some of their cam-
paigns descend to would make hard-
core Canadian Conservatives gasp.

It may be beginning to dawn on 
more thoughtful conservatives in 
both Canada and the United States 
that this “politics of the angry” 
brings victory at a very heavy price. 
The Ontario Conservatives have now 
been out of power for a dozen years, 
partly due to the success the Liberals 
have had recalling the harsh tactics 
and angrily divided communities of 
the Harris years. 

If the Harper administration is shown 
the door by Canadian voters this fall, 
it seems likely that Liberals and New 
Democrats will demonize the “lost 
decade” and the “un-Canadian poli-
tics” of the Harper years for several 
election rounds into the future. Ca-
nadians may succumb to the temp-
tation of wedge politics, but most of 
us don’t like the division, angry col-
lisions between protesters and police, 
and air of hostility they generate in 
the community. 

Is there any effective remedy to slow 
down or even reverse this downward 
spiral in our political discourse, that 
doesn’t require unilateral disarma-
ment by one side, or limitations on 
the vigorous free speech essential to 
democratic political debate? 

These three initiatives might tempt 
political players to slow down the an-
gry wedge politics arms race:

•	 	First,	party	elders	who	collectively	
sit on the sidelines tut-tutting could 

Muslim women wearing niqabs and hijabs has 
become a divisive wedge issue.  
Wikimedia photo

Canadians may 
succumb to the 

temptation of wedge 
politics, but most of us don’t 
like the division, angry 
collisions between protesters 
and police, and air of 
hostility they generate in  
the community.  
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speak up with one voice. If former 
party leaders and prime ministers 
from across the spectrum were to 
make a public appeal to their suc-
cessors to “aim higher,” it might 
trigger a discussion among activ-
ists, and maybe even a shaming 
process for the worst transgressors. 

•	 	Second,	broadcasters	who	used	to	
impose far higher standards on 
political and any public policy ad-
vertising, could re-examine their 
laissez-faire attitude toward wedge 
messages. Telling lies, inciting rac-
ism even by dog-whistle, attacking 
religion, race or ethnicity would 
not have made it on the air in 
the 1980s. Broadcasters and social 
media platforms could agree on a 
set of standards again, and estab-
lish cross-party advisory panels of 
retired political elders, academics 
and journalists to make final judg-
ments about what’s acceptable— 
and not. 

•	 	Finally,	voters	could	be	encouraged	
by third party organizations to 
push back on the most destructive 
messaging. A Twitter campaign—

perhaps #Stuffyourwedge!—to re-
port offensive messages, sent by 
phone, tweet or television. A daily 
fact-check made available to the 
media and the public on the most 
ridiculous claims or attacks, and 
perhaps even an award where so-
cial media campaigns could offer 
prizes for the worst political mes-
saging on a weekly basis during an 
election period. 

Perhaps most importantly in the lon-
ger term, the rusty civics curriculums 

of Canadian elementary schools need 
to be updated to use social media and 
digital tools to offer lessons on why 
democracy cannot survive racial and 
ethnic division. A video of Charles 
Taylor’s powerful analysis of what 
builds and what undermines demo-
cratic life could play a role. 

Our children need the confidence to 
denounce hateful bullying language 
about their friends in turbans or 
head-scarves, whether it comes from 
the schoolyard or a political leader

Only then can we be confident that 
our improbable success at integrating 
millions of new Canadians of every 
race, religion and ethnicity will sur-
vive into a new generation—and not 
be destroyed by the politics of the 
poisonous wedge.  

Contributing Writer Robin V. Sears, 
a principal of the Earnscliffe Strategy 
Group in Ottawa, is a former national 
director of the NDP during the Broad-
bent years, and later served as chief 
of staff to Ontario Premier Bob Rae. 
robin@earnscliffe.ca

Perhaps most 
importantly in the 

longer term, the rusty civics 
curriculums of Canadian 
elementary schools need to 
be updated to use social 
media and digital tools to 
offer lessons on why 
democracy cannot survive 
racial and ethnic division.  
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Averting the New Mediocrity: 
How to Boost Canada’s 
Innovation Ranking
Kevin Lynch

Despite having a number of strong innovation precursors—a highly educated general 
population, generous research and development tax incentives, competitive corporate 
taxes and relatively low capital gains taxes, Canada is an OECD innovation laggard. 
How can we build on those fundamentals and stake a claim on the expanding global 
innovation map? The battle begins with knowledge. 

T he IMF warns of a “new med- 
 iocre” in many OECD coun- 
 tries, including Canada, with 
significant slowing in our long-term 
growth potential. The culprits: the 
double whammy of demographics 
(an aging population) and productiv-
ity (declining growth rates), exacer-
bated by shifting global markets, ris-
ing fiscal burdens and environmental 
challenges. While mediocre growth 
in the future is not preordained, it 
will be our destiny unless we tackle 
the structural problems that underlie 
it rather than waiting for a cyclical re-
bound. And innovation is an under-
appreciated part of both the problem 
and the solution.

It is time to re-assess what we know, 
what we don’t know and what we 
need to know about the drivers of 
innovation. With technology poised 
for a new inflection point, and inno-
vation increasingly cited as central 
to fuelling productivity growth, par-
ticularly in high-income countries, 
the OECD has launched a top-to-
bottom re-appraisal and renewal of 
its 2010 Innovation Strategy. This is 
very timely, with an impending burst 
of “disruptive technological change”, 
and very opportune for Canada, an 
innovation laggard, to learn from 
such cross-country research and suc-

cessful innovation experiences in 
other economies. 

The OECD innovation strategy re-
newal provides an excellent occasion 
for stock-taking of what we believe 
and what we actually know about 
the links between innovation and 
growth, and how to influence and 
improve innovation performance. 
All this reflects the strength of the 
OECD, which is its duality: on the 
one hand, a strong multi-disciplin-
ary, multi-jurisdictional, statistical 
and research institution, and on the 
other, a unique convening capacity 
to “test” policy analyses and share 
policy experiences across the 34 
countries that make up the organiza-
tion. The multi-country nature of the 
analyses and the reality checks make 
the OECD a great source of applied 
policy “do’s and dont’s” for both 
governments and private sectors. The 
increasing focus on innovation at the 
OECD today, given the “growth im-
peratives” we all face in our respec-
tive countries, is simply good news 
for policy makers, policy analysts, 
and private sector leaders.

A“back to the future” start- 
 ing point is to return to the  
 five core elements for sus-
tained innovation performance that 

were identified in the seminal 2010 
OECD Innovation Strategy:

•	 	The	role	of	people	in	driving	
innovation

•	 	The	role	of	framework	conditions	
in supporting innovation

•	 	The	role	of	knowledge	creation	
and dissemination policies in nur-
turing innovation

•	 	The	role	of	measurement,	and	
governance, in managing and 
sustaining innovation

•	 	The	role	of	innovation	in	tack-
ling health, education and social 
challenges

As Apple’s Steve Jobs 
said in 2011: 

“Technology alone is not 
enough—it’s technology 
married with liberal arts, 
married with the humanities, 
that yields us the result that 
makes our heart sing.” This 
suggests that innovation is  
a bit more complex than 
simply tax incentives and 
venture capital.  
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The revised OECD analytical frame-
work for economic growth (Figure 
1.1) sets out four proximate sources 
of growth: labour; tangible capital; 
knowledge based capital; and, multi-
factor productivity. It assigns a more 
pivotal and explicit role to innova-
tion, both through “multi-factor” 
productivity and “knowledge-based” 
capital, which is now treated sepa-
rately from tangible capital.

A number of questions leap to mind 
in examining the core innovation 
elements and this revised growth 
framework. Most fundamentally, is 
this framework still robust given re-
cent experiences and new research in 
innovation, including cross-country 
and cross-sectoral differences? More 
specifically, do we ascribe too much 
to policy drivers and too little to 
contextual factors in a world where 
entrepreneurs drive disruptive inno-
vation through start-ups and where 
innovation successes seem more re-
gionally than nationally based? And, 
in a related vein, do we have the 
“right mix” of macro conditions and 
micro enablers? 

Timing also matters as innovation 
itself appears poised for a new cycle 
of disruption. The consulting firm 
McKinsey & Company has compiled 

a list of the “top 10 disruptors” (Fig-
ure 1.2), which range from advanced 
robotics to cloud computing to next-
generation genomics. The OECD uses 
the “Internet of Things” as an ex-
ample of incipient disruptive innova-
tions as technology moves to a new 
inflection point (Figure 1.3). It under-
scores the convergence across scien-
tific fields that is inherent to many of 
the forthcoming disruptive technolo-
gies and the complexity of the con-
nectivities. And a recent innovation 
study by CITI highlights the unprec-
edented pace of dissemination of new 
innovations (Figure 1.4).

D rawing on his research for  
 his bestselling book The In- 
 novators, Walter Isaacson 
stresses that most innovation is a 
collaborative process, coming “from 
teams more often than from the light 
bulb moments of lone geniuses,” and 

employing diverse skills as “the most 
productive teams were those that 
brought together people with a wide 
array of specialities.” As Apple’s Steve 
Jobs said in 2011: “Technology alone 
is not enough—it’s technology mar-
ried with liberal arts, married with 
the humanities, that yields us the re-
sult that makes our heart sing.” This 
suggests that innovation is a bit more 
complex than simply tax incentives 
and venture capital. 

The Isaacson narrative also stresses 
the role of “communities” in foster-
ing and driving innovation, and cau-
tions about national “averages”. In 
other words, is the US an innovation 
powerhouse, or is it specific regions 
such as Silicon Valley, Seattle, Boston 
and New York City? And if it is the 
latter, as it appears to be in the US 
and elsewhere, then there must be a 
set of factors beyond national policies 
that are also relevant to the success of 

Figure 1.1: A Simplified Framework to Analyse Economic Growth

Economic
Growth

Proximate 
Sources  Underlying Factors Markets, Institutions and

Policies  

Labour 

Investment in tangible capital; firm entry
and exit, changes in market shares,
embodied technological progress

Tangible
Capital 

Knowledge
Based Capital 

Multi-factor
Productivity

Growth  

Macro-economic policy,
investment policy, financial

markets, etc
 

Labour market policies,
education policies, social

policies, etc  

Investment policies,
framework policies, product

market competition  

Innovation policies,
entrepreneurship policies,

other 

Population growth, labour force
participation, investment in human

capital, other factors  

Investment in intangible capital; firm entry
and exit, changes in market shares 

Non-technological innovation, efficiency
improvements, other factors

Source:  OECD 

Source: OECD

Is the US an innovation powerhouse, or is it specific 
regions such as Silicon Valley, Seattle, Boston and 

New York City? And if it is the latter, as it appears to be in 
the US and elsewhere, then there must be a set of factors 
beyond national policies that are also relevant to the 
success of innovation ecosystems.  
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innovation ecosystems. Interesting 
research is underway by the OECD in 
this regard, examining what they call 
“place-based innovation dynamics.”

A nother issue is “short- 
 termism” and its impact, ei- 
 ther intended or unintended, 
on both the quantity and type of 
corporate investments in research 

and development and innovation. 
Research and innovation invest-
ments, by their very nature, tend to 
be longer term and uncertain while 
markets are focusing more and more 
intensively on short-term results and 
certainty. How is this dichotomy af-
fecting corporate behaviour with 
respect to research and innovation? 
Does it lead to less investment spend-

ing on research and innovation, shift 
the nature of such spending toward 
more incremental research and in-
novation, or outsource research and 
innovation to third parties directly 
(i.e. fund defined research in univer-
sities) and indirectly (i.e. purchasing 
research and innovation through 
acquisitions of companies), or some 
combination of these elements? And, 
is the shift to “mission-driven re-
search” by many governments driven 
by effectiveness or short termism? 

W hat about Canadian per- 
 formance on innovation?  
 Quite frankly, the results 
are disappointing. Despite having a 
number of strong innovation precur-
sors—a highly educated general pop-
ulation, very generous research and 
development tax incentives, compet-
itive corporate taxes (well below the 
US) and relatively low capital gains 
taxes (slightly above the US), Canada 
is an OECD innovation laggard. 

While Canada’s public investment in 
R&D in higher education (HERD) is 
still in the top 10 of OECD countries, 
although it has fallen over the last 
decade, we are anything but a glob-
al powerhouse in private sector re-
search and innovation performance. 
The numbers tell the story: we are 
ranked 26th in the world on innova-
tion capacity by the World Economic 
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Figure 1.2: McKinsey’s Top 10 “Disruptors”

Figure 1.3: Main Elements of the Internet

Figure 1.4: Time to Reach 50 Million Users of Things

Source:  McKinsey

 Source: OECD

Source: CITI Digital Strategy Team

Despite having a 
number of strong 

innovation precursors—a 
highly educated general 
population, very generous 
research and development 
tax incentives, competitive 
corporate taxes (well below 
the US) and relatively low 
capital gains taxes (slightly 
above the US), Canada is an 
OECD innovation laggard.  
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Forum (Figure 2a). We are ranked 
22nd for private sector spending on 
R&D by the OECD (Figure 2b), spend-
ing less than half that of US firms on 
a comparable basis. We are ranked 
17th in the world for private sector 
productivity by the OECD (Figure 
2c), with Canada’s business produc-
tivity 30 per cent below that of the 
US (Figure 2c). The WEF now ranks 
Canada 15th for global competitive-
ness and cites poor innovation and 
research performance as major fac-
tors. Canada also shows lagging re-
sults in terms of knowledge transfer 
from universities measured by indi-
cators such as licensing agreements 
and spin offs. And Canada’s perfor-
mance in employing STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Math) 
graduates in the labour force, particu-
larly in manufacturing, is low. Not a 
pretty picture.

So, in creating effective innovation 
ecosystems; while Canada does “the 
macro” rather well, it comes up short 
on “the micro.” According to the 
OECD, getting the “macro condi-
tions” right is now viewed as a nec-
essary, but not a sufficient condition, 
for sustained innovation success. 

I n the Canadian context: there is  
 little in the way of a national in- 
 novation strategy; there is inad-
equate competition in many sectors; 
there is a lack of a global orientation 
in several innovation-intensive sec-
tors; there is little focus on entre-
preneurship in our higher education 
institutions; and while we spawn ex-
ceptional innovators, there is an in-
novation gap in most sectors between 
the best-in-class and the class average 
that is large and static.

With respect to public support for 

research and innovation, there is a 
marked distinction between “hands-
off supports”—indirect and passive, 
and “hands-on supports”—direct and 
competitive (either to sectoral collab-
orations or individual firms). Canada 
has, more than most countries, opted 
for indirect and passive research and 
development support, largely deliv-
ered through tax support, on the be-
lief that Canadian governments have 
not been particularly good at pick-
ing winners. But this analysis and 
perspective are related more to firms 
and products rather than sectors and 
technologies—and DARPA (Defence 
Advanced Research Projects Agency) 
examples in the US point, anecdot-
ally at least, to a more nuanced ap-
proach of both indirect-passive and 
direct-competitive systems of sup-
port. Strategic procurement by gov-
ernment that targets, on a competi-
tive basis, new products and services 

Figures 2a, 2b and 2c: Canada’s Private Sector Innovation Capacity Ranking, Canada’s Business Spending on 
R&D (BERD) Ranking and Canada’s Innovation Ranking
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Canada is ranked 26th by WEF 
on private sector capacity for 

innovation—a major factor in our 
overall declining competitiveness

Canadian business spending on 
R&D ranks 22nd among OECD 

countries (% of GDP)

Canadian business productivity is 
ranked 17th  among OECD countries—
almost 30% lower productivity levels 

than US business
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by “young firms”, has been shown to 
be effective in Scandinavia, Israel and 
parts of the US. 

OECD analysis across sectors, coun-
tries and technologies on the “right” 
balance of support types suggests 
that too great a reliance on tax sup-
port (i.e. indirect and passive) is less 
efficient and effective, particularly 
for start-ups and “growth gazelles.”

On the crucial role of talent in driv-
ing research and innovation, which 
everyone accepts, how should we bet-
ter integrate entrepreneurship and 
creativity into our models of higher 
education, encourage cross-discipline 
team building, and replace the explic-
it and implicit stigma of failure with 
more learning support for risk man-
agement (not aversion) and resiliency. 

Drawing on Harvard Business School 
research, Professor Bill Sahlman 
stresses the crucial role of entrepre-
neurship in the innovation process. 
He believes entrepreneurship is not 
innate, but can be taught and un-
taught. The importance of failure in 
achieving success is critical, and it is 
the team, and not a single idea, that 
is key to enduring success. More than 
one hundred US universities, accord-
ing to the National Science Founda-
tion, have now introduced broad 
based entrepreneurship courses into 
their curriculum. We can clearly do 
much better in Canada, and the Uni-
versity of Waterloo provides an excel-
lent example.

W e also need a better un- 
 derstanding of innovation  
 and productivity behav-
iour at the level of the firm. Here, 
cross-country comparisons can be 
very useful. OECD research shows a 
considerable gap between average 
firm innovation performance and 
best firm performance across sectors 
in the United States, and anecdotal 
evidence would suggest the gaps are 
larger and more durable in Canada. 
This lack of convergence suggests ag-
gregate innovation and productivity 
outcomes can be improved by en-
couraging both new innovations and 

convergence to best-in-class existing 
innovations. Emerging research, par-
ticularly in the United States, suggests 
different organizational behaviour 
with respect to innovation in start-
up (young) firms versus established 
(older) firms, and changing innova-
tion behaviour within older firms.

Going forward, what areas of analysis 
by the OECD and others on innova-
tion performance would particularly 
help Canadian governments, univer-
sities and the private sector to im-
prove innovation performance?

•	 	The	 measurement	 of	 innova-
tion. OECD has been a real leader 
in consistent cross country mea-
surement of research and devel-
opment, disaggregated by private 
sector, higher education and gov-
ernment, and this has permitted 
valuable benchmarking across 
categories and countries, improv-
ing policy analysis and corporate 
understanding. We need a simi-
lar effort on the innovation side, 
which may be even more complex 
to do quantitatively, but equally 
necessary. It is a lot easier to man-
age things that you can measure 
and compare.

•	 	Understanding disruption, buil-
ding adaptation and resiliency. 
Disruptive innovation, by defini-
tion, impacts firms, workers and 
consumers, and generates churn 
and change. It also, by definition, 
creates micro winners and los-
ers at the same time as it creates 
macro gains. Maximizing the up-
side of disruptive innovations and 
minimizing the downside requires 
building flexibility into labour and 
product markets, and enhancing 
adaptability amongst workers and 
business leaders.

•	 	The challenge of short-termism. 
Basic to economics is that incen-
tives matter, and a strong weight-
ing to short-term results will have 
long term consequences that may 
not all be intended. It would be 
timely to have cross country com-
parative research and analysis on 
whether and how the “tyranny 

of short termism” in business 
decision-making, as eloquently 
coined by McKinsey’s Global Head 
Dominic Barton (a Canadian), im-
pacts business research and inno-
vation investment decisions, and 
whether these impacts are benign 
or otherwise.

•	  Innovation in the public sec-
tor. While one tends to focus on 
wonderful private sector examples 
of innovation, there are lots of 
untapped old problems and new 
opportunities in the application 
of innovation to government op-
erations, to the provision of health 
care and to the process of educa-
tion. It would be immensely help-
ful to analyze the state of innova-
tion in these three sectors across 
OECD countries, share cross coun-
try innovation successes, and pro-
vide some analytic guidance.

All this has to be anchored in the 
reality of a world facing disruptive 
change across countries, sectors and 
professions. Is our economy suf-
ficiently adaptable to handle this 
pace and scale of change without 
significant adjustment challenges? 
Can we manage issues of public trust 
and social license in the face of such 
change? Will disruptive innovation 
exacerbate income inequality in the 
absence of foresight planning on 
needed skills and required retraining? 
What is the appropriate role of gov-
ernment in supporting the research 
capacity to be a disruptor and the 
adjustment capacity to be an early 
adapter in the face of disruptions? 

How well we answer these questions 
will shape our economies and societ-
ies well into the future.  

Contributing Writer Kevin Lynch, 
Vice-Chair of BMO Financial Group, is 
a former clerk of the Privy Council. He 
is also Chair of the Board of Governors 
of the University of Waterloo, and 
Chancellor of University King’s College 
in Halifax.
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In Defense of Netanyahu: 
Appalling, Yes. Racist, No 
Gil Troy

On March 17th, Israelis elected Prime Minister Benja-
min Netanyahu to a third consecutive term, his fourth 
term in the office. The results came after a stunning 
pre-vote video intervention by Netanyahu to mobilize 
right-wing voters, one that drew criticism internation-
ally and aggravated tensions in the Israel-US relation-
ship. Historian and political observer Gil Troy defends 
Netanyahu, arguing that while his Election Day com-
ment was appalling, it was not racist.

F inally, after decades in political  
 exile, Israel’s Labor Party is back.  
 Isaac Herzog’s shrewd alliance 
with Tzipi Livni helped him boost his 
party’s popularity and its number of 
Knesset seats, catapulting it over its 
closest rival. 

These two sentences, which most jour-
nalists covering Israel expected to write 
after the mid-March elections, are still 
true. When the campaign started, the 
Labor Party was Israel’ number three 
party. In its election-time-incarnation 
as the Zionist Union, it enjoyed a surge 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in his Joint Address to the US Congress on March 3. The timing of the speech, just two weeks before the 
Israeli elections, and at the invitation of Republican Congressional leaders rather than President Obama, was another sore point between Netanyahu 
and Obama. Photo by Caleb Smith
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of popularity on Election Day, by-
passing Yair Lapid’s second-place 
Yesh Atid Party. But, of course, Israeli 
Prime Minister Benjamin “Bibi” Ne-
tanyahu enjoyed a bigger surge, de-
fying the pollsters and pundits, win-
ning re-election.

Just as the pre-election story prema-
turely predicting Bibi’s imminent de-
mise was incorrect, the post-election 
story of a “racist” Israel marching in 
lockstep to Netanyahu’s demagogic 
appeals to give him a landslide is also 
flawed. Yes, in the last few days be-
fore the election on March 17, with 
his poll numbers tanking, Netan-
yahu veered right rhetorically. And 
on Election Day, he posted a video 
on Facebook saying: “Arab voters are 
heading to the polling stations in 
droves. Left-wing NGOs are bringing 
them in buses.” Lo and behold, right-
wing voters “head[ed] to the polling 
stations in droves,” with a late-night 
boost for Bibi that even confounded 
exit pollsters because their first cal-
culation was true as of two-hours be-
fore the polls closed and the election 
shifted in those final minutes.

Still, the three conventional take-
aways about “a Bibi landslide,” a 
“racist Israel,” and a failed Zionist 
Union campaign are all wrong.

F irst, Israel did not shift right- 
 ward, Israel’s Right reshuffled.  
 Netanyahu won merely 25 per-
cent of the electorate. And he eked 
out his small showing only by can-

nibalizing the far-right parties, all of 
whom shrank, while the yahoo Ya-
had Party disappeared. Overall, the 
right-wing parties lost one Knesset 
seat. Netanyhau’s natural allies in the 
greatly diminished National Religious 
Bayit Hayehudi and the Russian-im-
migrant Yisrael Beiteinu, are furious 
at him for hijacking their voters. The 
Zionist Union, Yesh Atid and Kulanu, 
all to Netanyhua’s left, together won 
45 seats to Likud’s 30, representing 
the powerful Israeli center.

Second, and perhaps most explosive, 
Netanyahu’s comment was appall-
ing—and I have repeatedly criticized 
it—but it was not racist. Netan-
yahu’s statement began by saying 
“the right-wing government is in 
danger.” And this most effective, 
harmful, and now famous 29-sec-
ond video did not end with the line 
about the buses. Netanyahu added, 
“Friends, we don’t have a V15.” This 
overlooked line puts Netanyahu’s 
comments in the context of a hard-
fought campaign he was desperate 
to win—and his opponents were 
desperate to win, too. V15 was a 
grassroots, anti-Bibi initiative that 
gained much traction during the 
campaign—and, as a nonpartisan 
project could accept funding from 
foreign donors. This fed into Likud 
fears about foreign-funded “Left-
wing NGOs” trying to manipulate 
the election. In Israel, the foreign-
funding charge is a red herring. Both 
the Left and the Right raise money 
from abroad while bashing their re-
spective rivals for accepting money 
from abroad. Still, mentioning V15 
in particular politicized Netanyahu’s 
remarks. He was saying, “our politi-
cal enemies are massing against us, 
we must mobilize.”

Let’s admit. It’s messy. To Israelis, 
“Arabs” means fellow citizens who 
deserve respect as well as the enemy 
who triggers fears. Arabs have mur-
dered thousands of Jews over de-
cades. Not every Arab is a terrorist, 
but almost every anti-Israel terrorist 
is an Arab—that complicates matters, 
without justifying hatred. Every day, 
anti-Semitic calls for Israel’s destruc-
tion emanate from the Arab press 
and especially from Palestinian soci-
ety, sometimes illustrated with crude 
anti-Semitic caricatures. Some radical 
Arabs in the Knesset regularly (and 
freely) denounce the country that 
pays their salaries. And in a society 
where leftists frequently condemn 
“the ultra-Orthodox” for acting 
democratically, including “voting in 
droves,” Netanyahu’s cry about Arabs 
was unworthy, ugly, and tribal but 
not racist and accurate in that they 
truly were voting against him, and 
focused on politics.

This row about “racism” upstaged 
what should have been one of the 
headlines of election day, the very 
day Netanyahu behaved so poorly: 
Israel remains a remarkably inclusive 
and pluralistic place, not a racist na-
tion. An Israeli Arab, the Supreme 
Court Justice Salim Joubran, super-
vised the elections. Joubran went on 
radio, with reverence in his voice, to 
declare Election Day, “an Israeli dem-
ocratic Holy Day.” After the election, 
Israel’s President Reuben Rivlin—a 
right-winger who regularly reaches 
out to his fellow citizens be they Arab 
or Jewish—to request Justice Jou-
bran’s permission to initiate coalition 
discussions early. Such everyday oc-
currences, where Arabs wield power 
or achieve high status, didn’t make 
headlines in Israel because they are 
so commonplace. 

First, Israel did not 
shift rightward, 

Israel’s Right reshuffled. 
Netanyahu won merely 25 
percent of the electorate. 
And he eked out his small 
showing only by 
cannibalizing the far-right 
parties, all of whom shrank, 
while the yahoo Yahad Party 
disappeared.  

Just as the pre-election story prematurely predicting 
Bibi’s imminent demise was incorrect, the post-

election story of a “racist” Israel marching in lockstep to 
Netanyahu’s demagogic appeals to give him a landslide is 
also flawed.  
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Ultimately, while it is very difficult 
to predict Israel’s future, this elec-
tion may have heralded the start of 
the post-Netanyahu Era. Bibi fatigue 
was genuine and widespread, while 
Bibi genuinely seemed fatigued. And, 
although it did not win, the Zionist 
Union emerged as an effective oppo-
sition led by a true leader and com-
mitted democrat, Isaac Herzog. If 
Herzog remains strong in opposition, 
he may prove to be the anti-Bibi, 
keeping Bibi in check as long as this 
government lasts, and ready to take 
over, next time Bibi falters big time.

Meantime, all Israelis, left and right 
need to unite, as Iran rushes to go nu-
clear, Hamas and Hezbollah accumu-
late rockets faster than big gamblers 
accumulate debt, Mahmoud Abbas 
and the Palestinian leadership con-
tinue to bash Israel while demanding 
Israel collect tax revenue, the gap be-
tween rich and poor grows, prominent 
pols face corruption charges, Barack 
Obama continues to distance himself 
from Bibi—never have an American 
president and an Israeli prime min-
ister been so far apart. Their differ-
ences have already been exacerbated 
by Netanyahu’s obvious opposition 

to Obama’s tentative agreement with 
Iran over nuclear technology.

And social tensions grow, heightened 
by Bibi’s very election, as well as the 
usual, instinctive, yet still reprehen-
sible anti-Israel backlash. 

Although professors have long joked 
that academic politics are so intense 
because the stakes are so low, in Israel 
the politics are so intense because the 

stakes are so high. As an adolescent 
democracy, founded in 1948, popu-
lated by refugees from Eastern Europe, 
North Africa, and the Middle East 
with no real democratic tradition, Is-
raeli democracy is still evolving—and 
sometimes learning the worst habits 
from older democratic siblings like the 
United States which freely exports its 
political consultants and attack ads, 
among other delights. Still, Israel, for 
all its flaws, shares with Canada, the 
United States, and the other Western 
democracies, these remarkable, near-
magical mechanisms for self-correc-
tion of free institutions, including free 
elections. In building his coalition, 
seeking at least 61 votes he needed for 
a parliamentary majority, Netanyahu 
once again did what he and Israel do 
so frequently—demonstrating democ-
racy’s and his society’s many strengths 
and weaknesses, while never, ever be-
ing boring.   

Contributing Writer Gil Troy is a 
Professor of History at McGill University. 
His 10th book, Moynihan’s Moment: 
America’s Fight Against Zionism 
as Racism, recently won the J.I. Segal 
Award for Best Jewish Non-Fiction Book 
for 2014. gil.troy@mcgill.ca 

While it is very 
difficult to predict 

Israel’s future, this election 
may have heralded the start 
of the post-Netanyahu Era. 
Bibi fatigue was genuine 
and widespread, while Bibi 
genuinely seemed fatigued. 
And, although it did not 
win, the Zionist Union 
emerged as an effective 
opposition led by a true 
leader and committed 
democrat, Isaac Herzog.  
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America, Iran and the Fruits 
of Diplomacy 
Jeremy Kinsman

As Winston Churchill famously grumbled, “Jaw-jaw 
is better than war-war.” US and Iranian negotiators 
have been jaw-jawing about containing Iran’s nuclear 
program for nearly a decade; an investment of time 
and energy that attests to the exceptional sensitivity of 
the file, and which, in a war-war scenario, would have 
cost considerably more in blood and treasure. While 
the deal is not yet done, the fact that we’ve come this 
far, writes former diplomat Jeremy Kinsman, is a tri-
umph of statecraft. 

F or the first time in years, some 
 thing other than terrorism, con- 
 flict, and disaster has been domi-
nating headlines from the Middle East. 
The initial outcome of lengthy nego-
tiations between Iran and the five per-
manent members of the UN Security 
Council plus Germany to curtail for at 
least 15 years Iran’s capacity to develop 
nuclear weapons has generated report-
ing whose technical detail is a news 
story rarity. Much of the commen-
tary, though, retains the usual flavor 
of a scoreboard report on winners and 
losers. For opponents, historical back-
ground seldom delves deeper than the 
cliché of Neville Chamberlain’s worn-
out appeasement umbrella. 

US Secretary of State John Kerry sits with Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif as they meeting in New York, New York, on April 27, 2015, for a talk 
about Iran’s nuclear program on the sidelines of their attendance at the 2015 Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 
of Nuclear Weapons. Photo, US State Department
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However, history counts; especially 
the history of conflict surrounding 
the negotiations.  The deal has been 
10 years in the making. Throughout, 
negotiators had to be aware of the ef-
fects of decades of conflict and of its 
reasons, which have not totally dis-
appeared. While parties attempted to 
get past bad history to make the com-
promises necessary, reality obliged 
them to recognize long-standing 
distrust and insist on unprecedented 
ironclad verification.

There is a clear winner in this nar-
rative, provided, of course, that the 
detailed negotiations still to come by 
the end of June succeed - as President 
Barack Obama commented, “We’re 
not done yet”. 

Conflict negotiation has been vin-
dicated as the highest and most es-
sential form of diplomacy, one that 
circumvents the alternatives of war 
and drift toward deeper violence 
and disarray. 

The preliminary framework accord 
concluded April 2 was enabled by 
secret US-Iran talks over the last few 
years. Both sides made significant 
compromises, though everything de-
pends on the final package. 

The nuclear issues were treated by ex-
pert negotiators as scientific problems 
to be solved, so that the time neces-
sary for an Iranian nuclear weapons 
break-out would be stretched to a 
year, ample warning for preventive 
action if necessary.

Under this surprisingly detailed 
agreement, Iran will retain a nuclear 
infrastructure though considerably 
reduced. Uranium enrichment lev-
els will be maintained at under four 
per cent, well below the 20 per cent 
threshold for highly enriched ura-
nium of weapons grade. The 19,000 
Iranian centrifuges will be cut back 
to about 1/3, all with less advanced 
technology unsuitable for fast en-
richment. No new enrichment facili-
ties will be built for 15 years. But in 
recognition of the Supreme Leader’s 
promise to Iranians, no nuclear facil-
ity will be closed. 

Iran will be subject to the most com-
prehensive and intrusive internation-
al inspections regime in history. 

The quid pro quo of the sanctions/
embargo regime’s removal is less 
straightforward. The P5 plus 1 argue 
for a step-by-step removal according 
to demonstrable compliance, while 
Iran wants relief as early as possible. 

President Obama had broad strategic 
objectives, apart from a long personal 
history of interest in reducing the 
global risk of nuclear war. He needs 
Iran’s constructive engagement for 
the acutely dangerous and violent 
Middle East to become a safer place. 
The long wars in Iraq and Afghani-
stan clearly established the limita-
tions of military force. Obama knew 
that only concerted diplomatic nego-
tiation, using leverage, and deploying 
trade-offs, would work, even—or es-
pecially—with an adversary. 

Few relationships are as adversarial 
as that of the US and Iran, with Iran 
characterized for public consumption 
as the Evil Empire and the US the 
Great Satan. There has been plenty 
of duplicity and destructiveness on 
both sides since the Iranian Revolu-
tion rose against the Shah in 1979 
and took US diplomats hostage. The 
resulting militant theocracy has been 
hostile to the US and Israel, and a 
sponsor of terrorism and Shia militias 
that have fired and fanned the flames 
of war in the predominantly Sunni 
Middle-East region ever since. And 
each time the US or Iran has tried 
to connect with the other, deepened 
mutual distrust has run the effort 
into the ground.

T oday, the region is a flaming-  
 mess of failed states and ruin- 
 ous civil wars caused to some 

extent by the destructive dislocation 
of the 2003 US-led invasion of Iraq. 
Military intervention options are un-
attractive but something has to be 
done to stabilize conditions. A curi-
ous development is that long-time 
antagonists Iran and the US now find 
they share this purpose as well as a 
common enemy. Both Iran’s former 
enemy Iraq, fractured but partially 
under more friendly-to-Iran Shia 
majority rule, and Iranian ally Syria, 
which is in ruin, are under attack by 
a fanatically destructive fundamen-
talist and jihadist Sunni force, ISIL, 
driving to carve out a manic proto-
state committed to war with its en-
emies, near and far. The interests of 
ISIL’s main “near” enemy, Iran, now 
overlap with those of the designated 
top “far” enemy, the US. Willy-nilly, 
after believing it had finally exited 
its draining long wars in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan, the US is back in conflict 
with Muslims, but this time working 
tacitly with its principal Muslim an-
tagonist, Iran.

This worries Israel. Successive Arab-
Israeli wars had made militant an-
tagonism to both Israel and the US 
a fact of regional life, aggravated by 
chronic terrorism. The Iranian re-
gime is rabidly anti-Zionist, out of 
solidarity of an Islamist Revolution 
with fellow Muslims and as a means 
of burnishing Iran’s non-Arab cre-
dentials in the region. 

The populist firebrand president of 
Iran (2005-2013) Mahmoud Ahma-
dinejad denied the Holocaust and 
Israel’s right to exist and expressed 
support for Iran’s right to have nu-
clear weapons, all assertions that 
are cited by Israelis as threatening 
Israel’s very existence. That the cur-
rent president of Iran and Ahma-

Under this surprisingly detailed agreement, Iran will 
retain a nuclear infrastructure though considerably 

reduced. Uranium enrichment levels will be maintained at 
under four per cent, well below the 20 per cent threshold for 
highly enriched uranium of weapons grade.  
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dinejad’s successor, Hassan Rouhani, 
has called these extreme statements 
“hate rhetoric” counts for little with 
risk-averse Israelis.

Another visceral antagonist of Iran in 
the region is Saudi Arabia. This rival-
ry is often described in the West as a 
duel between the champions of Sun-
ni and Shia sects of Islam. Saudi Ara-
bia’s Wahhabi theology is no more 
tolerant than Iran’s mullahs and ev-
ery bit as committed to its heavily fi-
nanced export to other countries. But 
Iranian-Canadian scholar Ramin Jah-
anbegloo sees it more as a geopoliti-
cal rivalry. There is no question that 
if Iran developed nuclear weapons, 
Saudi Arabia would follow. 

T he idea that Iran was on the  
 track to develop nuclear  
 weapons was a nightmarish 
aggravation to a regional situation 
that was always conflictual but which, 
in the past five years, has spiraled out 
of any control. Authoritarian kingly or 
sectarian regimes that had kept the re-
gion stable but backward were rocked 
by the nonviolent aspirations of the 
Arab Spring that became hijacked by 
competitive armed insurgencies and 
new openings for jihadist militants. 
The added threat of a nuclear arms 
race deepened the dangers from all 
angles of the regional lens.

Iran’s sense of national exceptional-

ism has fuelled its presumption of 
entitlement to a national nuclear 
program since the Shah’s day, partly 
as a hedge against over-reliance on 
carbon energy and partly as a com-
ponent of national scientific devel-
opment and status. The program is a 
source of widespread national pride.

Other states in the region were as-
sumed to be developing their own ca-
pacities to weaponize respective na-
scent nuclear infrastructure programs 
—Israel is a non-acknowledged nucle-
ar weapons state, and Syria, Iraq, and 
even Libya were believed to be trying; 
efforts that earned the Iraqi and Syri-
an facilities pre-emptive whacks from 
the Israeli Defence Force. The Iraqi 
boasts under Saddam were especially 
unsettling to Iran, given his volatility 
and record of aggression against Iran. 

Iran’s nuclear development program 
was therefore hedged. It complied 
with International Atomic Energy 
Agency conditions—Iran was a Non 
Proliferation Treaty signatory—but 
positioned the country to break-out 
to weaponization in steadily de-
creasing time frames as the ability 
to produce weapons-grade fuel pro-
ceeded from 2000 on. Testy relations 
with the IAEA inspections regime 
revealed a chronic lack of trans-
parency. Though Iran’s Supreme 
Leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, 
pronounced that a nuclear weapons 
program would be a sin, weapon-
ization as an option was judged by 
many to be Iran’s underlying aim. 
Its believability was reinforced by 
Ahmadinejad’s threats and hyperbo-
le, and by new underground facili-
ties protected from all but the most 
massively destructive American 
weapons. Israel undertook a covert 
action program to degrade key Ira-
nian nuclear capabilities, including 
cyber-war and targeted assassination 
of Iranian nuclear scientists.

M ore recently, the Netan- 
 yahu government weighed  
 the option of airstrikes 
against the Iranian nuclear infrastruc-
ture, ideally together with the US. Pro-
Israel US hawks chimed in support and 

criticized President Barack Obama for 
being “weak.” However, the Obama 
administration’s aversion to airstrikes 
was firm. A) An attack might retard 
the Iranian program but only briefly. 
B) It would definitely commit Iran to 
go for nuclear weapons. C) An attack 
would not receive wide international 
support. D) It would bury any chance 
for US-Iran conciliation and darken 
the already grim regional landscape in 
dangerous ways.

The US/EU alternative to a military 
strike on Iran was a dire program of 
sanctions on Iran to force the aban-
donment of the nuclear weapons op-
tion. Skeptics about economic sanc-
tions have to acknowledge that for 
once they worked. Over the course 
of a decade, the sanctioning coun-
tries held together. Jahanbegloo 
writes that “Under the EU embargo 
and US sanctions, Iran’s (oil) exports 
had fallen to 700,000 barrels per day 
by May 2013, in contrast to 2.2 mil-
lion in 2011. The impact of sanc-
tions was also devastating for the 
Iranian currency, which plummeted 
by at least 40 per cent, and the soar-
ing price of food. The health of mil-
lions of Iranians was compromised 
because of the shortage of western 
medical supplies…Given the eco-
nomic strain, Iran was absolutely 
desperate for a deal, though Supreme 
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei had 
repeated on several occasions that 
any agreement must preserve Iran’s 
‘dignity and integrity,’ giving it the 
freedom to pursue a civilian nuclear 
program.” There is no question that 
Iran is undergoing internal change. 
Well-educated, urbanized youth es-
pecially chafe under petty religious 
strictures and Iran’s international 
isolation. Rouhani is cautiously ex-
ploring the openings for more nor-
mal cooperation with the West. The 
Supreme Leader is clearly not there 
yet, though he seems to acknowl-
edge the need for a lighter hand if 
the theocracy is to survive intact. 
Whether or not to support the deal 
with Iran depends to some extent on 
evidence that the regime’s export of 
antagonism is abating.

The interests of ISIL’s 
main “near” enemy, 

Iran, now overlap with those 
of the designated top “far” 
enemy, the US. Willy-nilly, 
after believing it had finally 
exited its draining long wars 
in Iraq and Afghanistan,  
the US is back in conflict 
with Muslims, but this time 
working tacitly with its 
principal Muslim antagonist, 
Iran.  
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Not everyone is thrilled with the 
outcome thus far. For Israel’s Prime 
Minister Netanyahu, it is a “bad deal” 
that “threatens the very survival” of 
Israel, a hyperbolic reaction that has 
already been moderated by Israeli 
proposals to strengthen the accord. 
The US will be extremely reluctant 
to re-litigate settled issues but some 
Israeli suggestions from the Minister 
of Intelligence and Strategic Affairs, 
Yuval Steinitz, might be worked in. 
They won’t include Netanyahu’s 
additional “non-negotiable” condi-
tion that Iran recognize Israel’s right 
to exist, though hopefully Iran will 
come around unilaterally to formal-
ize the acknowledgement of Israel’s 
reality hinted at recently by Presi-
dent Rouhani. 

Saudi reaction corresponds to Israel’s. 
The US is reassuring their joint fear 
that greater comity with Iran means 
the US will rely less on them in the 
Middle East. President Obama could 
not be more clear that the US has Is-
rael’s back, will defend Israel, under-
stands its concerns, and will monitor 
implementation of the agreement 
like a hawk, reminding all “that we 
are powerful enough to be able to test 
these propositions without putting 
ourselves at risk.”

Nonetheless, the writing on the 
wall shows a US whose core inter-
ests are less focused on oil and more 
on making the region work. By re-
establishing diplomatic contact 
and even limited cooperation with 
a regional power that increasingly 
wants stability, that is hostile to 
ISIL, the deal can help the US face 
a fragmenting Middle Eastern order 
with greater certainty. 

President Obama has long wanted to 
put an end to stale, frozen conflicts 
with the likes of Cuba and Iran, pro-
vided there is demonstrable willing-
ness on both sides to moderate hos-
tile behavior. 

There is a lesson here for current 
Canadian practice of not talking 
with adversaries for reasons that are 
sometimes “moral,” and sometimes 

related to domestic politics. As for-
mer ambassador to the UN Paul 
Heinbecker put it, by childishly clos-
ing our embassy in Tehran because 
we disapproved of the regime there, 
Canada is “deaf, dumb, and blind” in 
Iran. Obama summed up the obvious 
point of any negotiation. “Demand-
ing that a country meet all your con-
ditions before you meet with them, 
that’s not a strategy. It’s just naïve, 
wishful thinking.” 

As Roger Cohen put it in the New 
York Times, “Diplomacy deals with 
the real world. The toughest, most 
important, diplomacy is conducted 
with enemies.”

This isn’t “moral equivalency.” Nor 
is it “appeasement.” Negotiating an 
alternative to war to resolve a fun-
damental and dangerous interna-
tional conflict is the noblest calling 
of statecraft.   

Jeremy Kinsman was a long-time 
Canadian ambassador under 
Liberal and Progressive Conservative 
Governments and now holds positions 
at the University of California, 
Berkeley, and Ryerson University. He 
participates in a non-partisan group 
that periodically meets to discuss 
global issues with Justin Trudeau.  
kinsmanj@shaw.ca
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Fighting the Kremlin 
Myth Machine 
Raynell Andreychuk

The annexation of Crimea 
and Russia’s subsequent 
shadow war in Ukraine mark 
not just an unprecedented 
phase of expansionism from 
President Vladimir Putin, 
the events of the past year 
have been accompanied by 
an explosion in a new form 
of warfare. The new Russian 
propaganda isn’t just a bi-
ased rendition of history in 
the making. It is a mass-scale 
burlesque of journalism that 
trades in false narratives and 
degrades the value of truth.

T he conflict in eastern Ukraine  
 has entered a new phase.

International support and encour-
agement is helping Ukraine’s gov-
ernment to press forward with vi-
tal reforms while managing the 
ongoing insurgency on its eastern 
border with Russia. The NATO al-
liance continues to reaffirm its op-
position to the illegal annexation of 
Crimea, and any further attempts to 
redraw Europe’s borders. The Euro-
pean Union, Canada and the Unit-
ed States are providing assistance 
to help Ukraine and other Eastern 
Partnership countries pursue much-
needed democratic and economic 
reforms. Meanwhile, the Minsk Ac-
cords remain the basis of an increas-
ingly fragile and temporary lull in 

the violence in Luhansk and Do-
netsk, with signs that spring might 
bring new escalations.

Canada is also deploying 200 troops 
to Ukraine this summer, where they 
will join US and UK military advis-
ers in a training mission for Ukrai-
nian forces in the western part of 
the country, well removed from the 
conflict in the East. The Canadians 
advisers will be unarmed.

Commentators have been all too ea-
ger to draw parallels between pres-
ent conditions and Cold War re-
alities; for those who lived through 
the 1950s and 60s, Russia’s ongoing 
efforts to entrench its influence in 
Eurasia, and to exploit European and 
North American countries’ internal 

Chief of Defence Staff General Tom Lawson and Prime Minister Stephen Harper as the government announces additional military resources to help 
and train Ukrainian defence forces. In April, the government announced it would be sending up to 200 Canadian soldiers in a training and non-
combat role. PMO photo, Jason Ransom
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economic and ideological divisions, 
can seem all too familiar.

 Away from the contact lines, how-
ever, the war of politics and ideas 
has been anything but static. What-
ever the ultimate objectives of this 
new, communications-driven front 
of Russian provocations may be, Eu-
ropean and North American leaders 
are wizening to a new set of tactics 
that suggest the Kremlin is neither 
constrained by Cold War modalities, 
nor ready to put its broader ambi-
tions on ice.

M ore than a year since  
 Crimea was invaded by so- 
 called “little green men”, 
the Kremlin’s use of unorthodox 
means to achieve its foreign policy 
objectives comes as little surprise. 

The expression “hybrid warfare” 
gained new currency as NATO sought 
to describe the unique confluence of 
tactics employed in eastern Ukraine. 
Characterized by the use of uniden-
tified or proxy forces to carry out 
low-intensity armed offensives, and 
complemented by non-military sub-
versive activity, the particular breed 
of hybrid warfare being waged today 
by the Kremlin is underpinned by the 
persistent and unrelenting denial of 
state involvement and the construc-
tion of alternative narratives. 

Leveraging traditional media and 
more modern technologies alike, the 
Kremlin’s well-resourced communi-
cations front has its sights set on the 
established norms and principles of 
international law and engagement, 
which it portrays as innately frail 
and opposed to Russia’s national 
interests. Building on the state’s 
control of the media in Russia, and 
the influence of that media in Eur-
asia, the Caucasus and elsewhere, 
the Kremlin today is aggressively ex-
panding this information offensive 
to reach new audiences, countries 
and language groups. 

Last November, Russia announced 
the launch of a new international 
media organization. ‘Sputnik,’ as 
the agency is known, will offer 800 
hours daily of news media program-
ming in 30 languages, produced by 
hundreds of foreign correspondents 
in over 130 cities and 34 countries.  

It has the stated objective of offering 
an alternative to so-called ‘Western 
interpretations of world events.’ Put 
differently, it is part of a new Russian 
information offensive that draws lit-
tle distinction between news report-
ing and fictitious media production. 

T he Internet is awash with  
 commentary debunking some  
 of the most egregious 
examples. 

Perhaps the most often-cited in-
volved a television report by Rus-
sia’s Chanel One last July, in which 
a female interviewee claimed that 
Ukrainian forces had crucified the 
wife and three-year old son of a sep-
aratist insurgent. No other evidence 
was produced, and the interviewee 
was later revealed to be a regular 
“witness” to uncorroborated events 
portrayed in Russian news reporting. 
Another story by the same agency 
used badly doctored satellite images 
to “prove” that Malaysia Airlines 
Flight 17 had been shot down by a 
Ukrainian fighter jet. 

In early April, Russian television sta-
tions reported claims that a 10 year-
old girl had been killed amid shelling 
by Ukrainian forces in the Petrovsky 
region of Donetsk. When a BBC jour-
nalist travelled to the village where 
the incident was alleged to have hap-
pened, however, local residents said 
they knew nothing of the death and 
denied that there had been any shell-
ing during the days in question.

Another report by the leading Rus-
sian tabloid Komsomolskaya Pravda 
claimed that American intelligence 
services orchestrated the attack on 
the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo. 
A “political scientist” quoted in the 
piece explained that the attack was 
launched to punish French President 

Francois Hollande for suggesting that 
sanctions against Russia should be 
reconsidered. 

For every such outrageous example 
of the Russian media’s mockery of 
journalistic ethics, the Kremlin has 
sponsored many more nuanced and 
sophisticated alternative narratives 
of world events. Supporting these ef-
forts from so-called “troll factories” 
in and around Moscow, hundreds of 
young Russians are accused of post-
ing comments on news sites, delegiti-
mizing stories that run counter to the 
Kremlin’s messages.

A ccording to a seminal report  
 by The Interpreter and the In- 
 stitute of Modern Russia, The 
Menace of Unreality: How the Kremlin 
Weaponizes Information, Culture and 
Money, “Since at least 2008, Krem-
lin military and intelligence thinkers 
have been talking about information 
not in the familiar terms of ‘persua-
sion,’  ‘public diploma cy’ or even 
‘propaganda,’ but in weaponized 
terms, as a tool to confuse, blackmail, 
demoralize, subvert and paralyze.”

Or, as Canada’s former minister of 
Foreign Affairs, John Baird, put it in a 
speech to the NATO Council of Can-
ada last November, “The old Soviet 
concept of Active Measures is starting 
to be talked about again, measures 
aimed at polluting the opinion-mak-
ing process in the West…. The big-
gest challenge to truth in this gen-
eration is the active manipulation of 
information.” 

As Sputnik begins appearing amongst 
the top hits for news searches in 
a new range of languages, and as 
Kremlin-sponsored reinterpretations 
of current and historical events con-
tinue to gain traction among extrem-
ist parties in Europe and elsewhere, 

The war of politics and ideas has been anything but 
static. Whatever the ultimate objectives of this new, 

communications-driven front of Russian provocations may 
be, European and North American leaders are wizening to a 
new set of tactics that suggest the Kremlin is neither 
constrained by Cold War modalities, nor ready to put its 
broader ambitions on ice.  
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the Kremlin’s global war of disinfor-
mation demands a concerted interna-
tional response. 

“Hybrid warfare is a probe, a test of 
our resolve to resist and to defend 
ourselves,” NATO Secretary General 
Jens Stoltenberg told a seminar on 
NATO Transformation on March 25. 
“And it can be a prelude to a more 
serious attack; because behind every 
hybrid strategy, there are conven-
tional forces, increasing the pressure 
and ready to exploit any opening. 
We need to demonstrate that we can 
and will act promptly whenever and 
wherever necessary.”

Our ability to resist the Kremlin’s in-
formation war rests on the ongoing 
resolve of member states of the NATO 
Alliance, and of others who value ba-
sic human rights and freedoms. 

Canada has and continues to support a 
host of initiatives designed to strength-
en Ukraine’s resilience as a rights-re-
specting democracy, and to counter 
the destabilizing effects of Russian 
propaganda. In addition to targeted 
sanctions, travel bans, participation in 
NATO reassurance measures, military 
training, support for key economic sec-
tors and programs aimed at fostering 
religious tolerance and reconciliation 
in Ukrainian civil society, for example, 
Canada has also been an early sup-
porter of NATO’s Strategic Communi-
cations Centre of Excellence. 

Established in Latvia in January 2014, 
StratCom COE is a central response 

to NATO countries’ growing aware-
ness of the need to uphold a principle 
contained in the Preamble to the Con-
stitution of the United Nations Edu-
cational, Scientific and Cultural Or-
ganization (UNESCO), which in 1946 
reminded us that, “Since wars begin in 
the minds of men, it is in the minds of 
men that the defences of peace must 
be constructed.”  

T he United States and the Eu- 
 ropean Union are also re- 
 sponding to the Kremlin’s in-
formation war.

In a 411 to 10 vote on December 4, 
2014, the US House of Representatives 
adopted a resolution that calls on the 
president and the State Department 
to “evaluate the political, economic, 
and cultural influence of Russia and 
Russian state-sponsored media” and 
to “develop a strategy for multilateral 
coordination to produce or otherwise 
procure and distribute news and in-
formation in the Russian language 
to countries with significant Russian-
speaking populations.” 

On January 15, 2015, the Europe-
an Parliament adopted a resolution 
strongly condemning  Russia’s “un-
declared hybrid war against Ukraine, 
including information war, blending 
elements of cyber warfare, use of regu-
lar and irregular forces, propaganda, 
economic pressure, energy blackmail, 
diplomacy and political destabiliza-
tion.” The resolution further calls on 
the Commission and the Commis-
sioner for European Neighbourhood 
Policy and Enlargement Negotiations 
to prepare “a communication strategy 
to counter the Russian propaganda 
campaign directed towards the EU, 
its eastern neighbours and Russia it-
self, and to develop instruments that 
would allow the EU and its Member 
States to address the propaganda cam-
paign at European and national level.”

Although the EU’s communication 
strategy had not yet been made public 
at the time of this writing, a number 
of Ukrainians and others are already 
actively engaged in debunking and 
countering Kremlin disinformation.

Stopfake.org, for example, is a web-
site in English, Russian and Ukrainian 
whose mission is to “refute distorted 
information and propaganda about 

events in Ukraine.” Ukraine Today, 
by contrast, was launched in Au-
gust 2014 as a high-quality “English-
language news channel focusing on 
Ukraine, Eastern Europe and the for-
mer Soviet Union.” The Internet tele-
vision station Espresso TV, for its part, 
gained international recognition for 
its live-streaming of the Euromaidan 
protests. Today it has a reputation 
for “accurate and objective reporting 
of political, social, and cultural life 
in Ukraine” with the aim of uniting 
“those who care about democratiza-
tion of Ukraine.”

A s the international commu- 
 nity works with Ukraine to de- 
 velop an effective response 
to Kremlin disinformation, means 
should continue to be sought to pro-
mote the diversity of perspective and 
freedom of speech represented by ‘ne-
tizens’ and media-philes in Ukraine 
and elsewhere, and to help amplify 
their voices to compete effectively 
with Kremlin-backed media.

Amid these efforts, Russians them-
selves must not be forgotten. 

After all, besides the Tatars and others 
struggling for safety and survival in 
Crimea and the Donbass, it is Russians 
who are suffering the greatest effects 
of a crippled economy and reduced 
freedoms, including freedom of infor-
mation. For all the shortcomings in 
Russian democracy, the energy with 
which the Kremlin has sought to con-
trol information and opposition with-
in Russia reveals a deep preoccupation 
with how Russians’ view its policies. 

Indeed, as the Kremlin continues in its 
bid to maintain Russia’s social cohesion 
through repression and disinforma-
tion, there is no shortage of evidence 
that President Putin’s control over in-
formation inside Russia and an ability 
to project disinformation abroad have 
become the centrepiece of his new in-
ternational power politics.   

Raynell Andreychuk, a Conservative 
Senator from Saskatchewan, serves as 
Chair of the Standing Senate Committee 
on Foreign Affairs and International 
Trade. She has led Canadian delegations 
observing the last presidential and 
parliamentary elections in Ukraine. 
raynell.andreychuk@sen.parl.gc.ca

Senator Raynell Andreychuk, head of the 
Canadian Election Observation Mission in 
Ukraine at a briefing before the presidential 
elections there in 2014. CANEOM photo
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At a Crossroads
WHY REDUCING THE NUMBER OF RAILWAY CROSSINGS 
IS CRITICAL TO PUBLIC SAFETY AND THE ECONOMY 

Michael Bourque

Railway crossings are a part of Canadian life that 
generally don’t garner much attention until things go 
wrong. But Canada’s railways have been pushing for 
ways in which safety can be upgraded to protect both 
the lives of Canadians and the smooth operation of 
our economic supply chains. Michael Bourque explains 
where the issue stands as our railways work with Ot-
tawa for change.  

W hen the Canada Transporta- 
 tion Act became law in  
 1996, it gave the Canadian 
Transportation Agency the authority to 
order a railway to build a suitable pri-
vate crossing if the Agency “considers it 
necessary for the owner’s enjoyment of 
the land.”

At the time, no one foresaw a signifi-
cant increase in new crossings, nor did 
they consider the severe impact of these 
crossings on public safety. But commu-
nities have since grown around railway 
operations, traffic has increased, and 
additional crossings have been built to 
relieve road congestion in many munic-

IStock photo
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ipalities. There are tens of thousands 
of federally regulated grade crossings 
in Canada, and crossing accidents 
account for nearly 20 per cent of all 
rail incidents in our country. Sadly, 
a third of those incidents result in 
death or serious injury.

This raises a serious public policy is-
sue relating to the approval of new 
railway-roadway crossings. Under the 
existing regime, Transport Canada 
has the authority to close a grade 
crossing after completing a risk anal-
ysis. However, the Canadian Trans-
portation Agency has the author-
ity to open new crossings without 
having to assess public safety. This 
dichotomy of authority has jeop-
ardized safety, and has led to some 
counterproductive outcomes. In one 
case, for example, the agency ordered 
a railway to open a crossing after 
Transport Canada had ordered it per-
manently closed for safety reasons.

The Railway Association of Cana-
da believes that Transport Canada 
should maintain its authority to close 
all unsafe crossings. The department 
regulates the overall safety of cross-
ings in Canada, understands their as-
sociated dangers, and has developed 
regulations and grade crossing closure 
and upgrade programs to deal with 
this issue. However, Transport Cana-
da should also have the sole author-
ity for opening new public crossings, 
so that safety is always considered in 
the crossing approval-process. New 
crossings should only be approved as 
a last resort, if no other alternatives 
exist. In the event of a new crossing 

opening, an existing one should be 
closed so that there is no net increase 
in the number of crossings.

Despite some progress over the 
past decade, we have stopped see-
ing year-over-year improvements in 
the number of crossing accidents. 
In 2014, there were 180 of these ac-
cidents in Canada, a total similar to 
the previous year, and to the five-
year average (see Table 1). This total 
is not surprising, given the current 
levels of road and rail traffic. But the 
trend is concerning, and will not 
improve unless action is taken. Re-
cent government efforts to improve 
safety at grade crossings will help, 
but the best way to reduce accidents 
is to decrease the overall number of 
crossings in Canada.

Communities, railways and city 
planners need to develop alterna-
tives to creating new grade crossings. 
The Railway Association of Canada 
and its members have made some 
progress in getting this message 
across, through our joint Proximity 
initiative with the Federation of Ca-
nadian Municipalities. We recently 
saw Montreal adopt our Guidelines 
for New Developments in Proximity to 
Railway Operations as part its long-

term development plan. Montreal 
was the first major urban centre 
to adopt the guidelines, and we’re 
hopeful that other cities will follow 
suit. But other barriers are prevent-
ing us from making more progress 
on this critical issue. 

C urrently, railways are re- 
 quired by law to notify mu- 
 nicipalities of any proposed 
work on their lines or property. But 
municipalities and developers have 
no such requirement where railways 
are concerned. Canada’s railways 
would like to see the Railway Safety 
Act amended to require developers 
and municipalities to consult with 
railway companies prior to making 
decisions about land use that could 
affect railway safety. This was one of 
the recommendations made by the 
Railway Safety Act Review Panel in 
its 2007 report Stronger Ties: A Shared 
Commitment to Railway Safety. 

There is also the issue of private cross-
ings. Canada’s railways sometimes 
encounter instances where private 
roads that cross over rail lines are 
used by landowners, but there is no 
crossing agreement in place between 
the railway and the landowner. In 
these situations, railways advise land-

There are tens of thousands of federally  
regulated grade crossings in Canada, and crossing 

accidents account for nearly 20 per cent of all rail  
incidents in our country.  

Table 1: Railway Crossing Accidents in Canada

Accidents 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average

Rail Volumes 77.6 78.4 80.1 78.1 81.2 79.1

Crossing Accidents 180 171 190 188 180 181.8

Per MMTM* 2.32 2.18 2.37 2.41 2.22 2.30

Crossing Injuries 28 22 32 27 25 26.8

% of total 15.6% 12.9% 16.8% 14.4% 13.9% 14.7%

Crossing Fatalities 24 25 30 31 21 26.2

% of total 13.3% 14.6% 15.8% 16.5% 11.7% 14.4%

* Million Main-Track Train-Miles  
Source: Transportation Safety Board of Canada
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owners of the need for an agreement 
on crossing construction and main-
tenance. But in many cases, users are 
unwilling to enter into these agree-
ments, especially when crossing up-
grades are necessary.

Section 103 of the Canada Transporta-
tion Act deals with the situation where 
a railway company and a landowner 
disagree on the suitability or mainte-
nance of a private crossing. However, 
the Act only permits the landowner 
to apply to the agency for dispute 
resolution. There is no comparable 
right given to a railway company. 
The Railway Association of Canada 
believes that, in the interest of safety, 
railways should have an equal right 
to apply to the agency under Section 
103 of the Act.

More funding is also needed to make 
crossing upgrades in communities 
across Canada. Transport Canada’s 
Grade Crossings Regulations came into 
effect last December, which outline 
a series of improvements to be made 
to all public and private grade cross-
ings. These upgrades are projected to 
cost railways and communities tens 
of thousands of dollars per crossing; 
shortline railways alone expect to in-
vest close to $85 million to meet the 
regulatory requirements.

A t the same time, the federal  
 government made changes  
 to its Grade Crossing Im-

provement Program (GCIP), and has 
considerably reduced the amount 
that it will contribute towards grade-
crossing upgrades. Transport Cana-
da used to cover 80 per cent of the 
costs, and now it will only cover 50 
per cent. Funds are also not available 
to provincially regulated railways, 
which must nevertheless comply 
with the regulations. 

The Railway Association of Canada 
would like to see more funding al-
located for grade crossing improve-
ments, and a better funding formula 
applied. This is particularly urgent for 
shortline railways, which typically 
run their operations on thin margins, 
and lack the ability to generate or ac-
cess the capital needed to make such 
expensive upgrades.

While public safety should be the 
main motivation for closing cross-
ings, there is also an economic argu-
ment to be made. Crossing accidents 
hurt citizens, railway employees, 
communities, and the environment, 
but they also have a negative impact 
on businesses.  

Our economy depends on railways 
to move 75 million people and more 
than $280 billion worth of goods in 
Canada each year. Railways need to 
maintain fluidity on their mainline 
tracks in order to deliver high levels 
of service to their customers. Their 
stretches of track are like highways; 
when an accident occurs, there are 
reverberations across the entire net-
work, resulting in negative econom-
ic outcomes for both customers and 
the public.

Former Industry Minister David Em-
erson and his team of advisers should 
consider how to reduce the number of 
railway crossings in Canada, and how 
to improve the safety of those that re-
main, as part of their ongoing review 
of the Canada Transportation Act. We 
need railways to move the Canadian 
economy in a safe and efficient way; 
reducing the number of crossings will 
improve public safety, and the com-
petitiveness of Canadian businesses 
in this global economy.    

Michael Bourque is President and CEO 
of the Railway Association of Canada.

Our economy 
depends on railways 

to move 75 million people 
and more than $280 billion 
worth of goods in Canada 
each year. Railways need to 
maintain fluidity on their 
mainline tracks in order to 
deliver high levels of service 
to their customers.  
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The Next, Safer Generation of 
Nuclear Reactor 
Hugh MacDiarmid and Simon Irish

The 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster had an understandable chilling effect on public 
policy discussion around nuclear energy. But in the industry itself, progress has contin-
ued toward making nuclear energy the cleanest, safest option for this and future gen-
erations. That progress includes a new focus on a different—much cheaper and safer—
class of nuclear reactor known as the molten-salt reactor, or MSR. The global race to 
commercialize MSRs is on, and Canada is competing.

C anadian scientists have been  
at the leading edge of nuclear  
technology since the dawn 

of the Atomic Age, and Canadian 
nuclear technology has been shipped 
around the world. Canada can re-
main at the forefront of the civilian 
use of nuclear energy, but we must 
act quickly.

Perhaps, as Canadians, we have been 
lulled into complacency by the abun-
dance of oil and gas that lies beneath 
our land. The recent dramatic reduc-
tion in oil prices, and continued low 
natural gas prices, make it easy to 
continue following the path of least 
resistance.

Some are pinning their hopes on so-
lar and wind power—even though re-
newables have made barely a dent in 
the global energy supply.

But now, there are developments in 
nuclear technology that promise to 
provide a safe, reliable and cost-ef-
fective alternative to our reliance on 
fossil fuels. 

Only the most ardent climate-change 
denier would argue there is no role 
for nuclear in achieving a cleaner 
energy future. Among the virtues of 
nuclear energy is its near absence of 
carbon emissions. 

Where opposition persists, it is fo-
cused on the perceived risks of nu-
clear reactors and on the tremendous 

up-front costs we require to mitigate 
those risks.  

Ensuring the safety of a good solid-
fuel reactor like the CANDU comes at 
a high price. Containment structures, 
multiple fail-safes and other highly 
engineered safety solutions have 
driven the capital costs of modern 
solid-fuel reactors so high that their 
cost-competitiveness against other 
energy sources is severely eroded— 
despite their acknowledged advan-
tage on the carbon emissions front 
and low operating costs.

Just the word “nuclear” prompts a 
knee-jerk reaction from certain eco-ac-
tivists, but this, too, is changing. The 
new generation of reactors is chang-
ing minds and gaining converts. 

T hese next generation reactors  
 are smaller, more efficient,  
 less expensive and lower risk, 
and they address the safety and envi-
ronmental issues that have slowed the 

pace of development of the current 
generation of nuclear technology.  

Ottawa has acted to restructure 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, 
initially selling the commercial re-
actor division to SNC-Lavalin and 
now implementing a “Government-
Owned, Contractor-Operated” (GO-
CO) model for Chalk River Labora-
tories. This introduction of private 
sector management expertise and 
incentives is designed to boost the 
competitiveness of our nation’s nu-
clear heartland.  

Ontario is continuing the refurbish-
ment of its reactor fleet in a program 
that will take a decade and cost bil-
lions of dollars, and will extend by 
30 years the operating lives of the 
reactors that are the backbone of On-
tario’s nuclear electricity generation. 
But what lies beyond the existing in-
frastructure and capacity?

Our reactor fleet today is operated to 
the highest standards among global 
nuclear utilities. Canada has an im-
pressive cadre of nuclear scientists 
and a wealth of nuclear expertise. 
There is an impressive supply chain 
in this country that can compete with 
the best in the world. How do we le-
verage these substantial strengths to 
create a bright future as a self-suffi-
cient energy-centric economy?

The option we should be considering 
is a completely different class of nu-

Just the word 
‘nuclear’ prompts  

a knee-jerk reaction from 
certain eco-activists, but this, 
too, is changing. The new 
generation of reactors is 
changing minds and gaining 
converts.  
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clear reactor known as a “molten-salt 
reactor,” or MSR. In these machines, 
the nuclear fuel and reactor core is in 
a liquid form, a fundamental depar-
ture from all previously commercial-
ized reactors, including the CANDU, 
which use solid fuel.

T he use of a liquid fuel is the  
 root of the MSR’s economic  
 and social virtue. It makes the 
MSR passively safe and stable, ad-
dressing the key concerns associated 
with solid-fuel reactors—as well as 
much of the expense required to ad-
dress those concerns.

Specifically, MSRs operate at atmo-
spheric pressure; as such, the reactor 
vessel contents are not under pres-
sure, they cannot create explosive 
hydrogen, and the fuel cannot “melt 
down,” as it is already a liquid. Pas-
sive stability thus makes many of 
the most costly fail-safes in solid-fuel 
reactors irrelevant and redundant— 
making the MSR less costly to build.  

MSRs can use conventional uranium 
fuel—or they can use alternative fu-
els, including the waste fuel piles and 
waste plutonium of earlier-genera-
tion reactors. 

Current solid fuel reactors require six 
times the fuel to produce the same 
output as an MSR and leave six times 

the waste—waste which, in an MSR, 
can be recycled and mostly used up. 
As an energy source, the MSR is com-
pact, scalable and available wherever 
it is needed, and, therefore, free from 
the constraints of a large-scale trans-
mission infrastructure. 

In short, this next generation of re-
actors is poised to become that revo-
lutionary civilian energy source we 
were promised 60 years ago when US 
President Dwight Eisenhower talked 
about Atoms for Peace.  

Ironically, when Eisenhower spoke 
those words, the concept of an MSR 
was already known—and functioning 
MSRs were actually developed and 
heavily researched over the next two 
decades. But funding for liquid-fuel 
MSRs was withdrawn in favour of 
solid-fuel pressurized water reactors. 
(People familiar with the Avro Arrow 
or the battle between VHS and Be-
tamax will understand that this was 
not the only time we failed to choose 
the better technology).

Thankfully, today’s imperatives are 
different. Today, scientists, engineers 
and the private sector are re-visiting 
those decisions of the past and look-
ing at them through the lens of to-
day’s urgent needs—cost, safety, risk 
and waste footprint.  

R eviving this 50-year-old MSR  
 research has not yet attracted  
 much attention in Canada, 
but the idea already has important 
backers around the world—includ-
ing the Chinese government, which 
has earmarked $350 million to build 
an MSR. The Indian government is 
also exploring the technology. As the 
world’s two most populous nations, 
China and India recognize that de-
veloping a secure and inexpensive 
alternative to fossil fuels would pro-
vide a boost to their economic devel-
opment plans that few other actions 
could match. 

The global race to commercialize 
the MSR has begun. The question is 
whether, in this new century, Canada 
will be a key player in the biggest in-
dustrial market of all—the market for 
secure, safe, clean and cost-competi-
tive energy.

Canada should be there. We have 
strong international credentials in 
nuclear technology. We are particu-
larly well-placed to develop this new 
technology. Our regulatory process 
lends itself to timely review of new 
technologies. And we have a near-
endless supply of the nuclear fuel it 
requires, plus a long history of pro-
ducing and handling the material 
safely and securely. Canada’s Atha-
basca basin alone currently supplies 
20 per cent of the world’s uranium, 
and could supply all of Canada’s elec-
tricity needs for many lifetimes.

Canada can build on its widely re-
spected history of nuclear research 
and its great pool of nuclear talent 
to realize the enormous promise of a 
prosperous nuclear future.    

Hugh MacDiarmid is the former 
President and CEO of Atomic Energy 
of Canada Limited (2008-2011) 
and serves currently as Chairman of 
the Board of Terrestrial Energy Inc., 
a Mississauga-based company that 
is developing its proprietary Integral 
Molten Salt Reactor for commercial 
deployment by early next decade. 
Simon Irish has more than 20 
years investment banking and asset 
management experience in London and 
New York, and is CEO of Terrestrial 
Energy Inc.

The Bruce Power site is the world’s largest operating nuclear facility, with eight CANDU reactors 
supplying over 6,300 megawatts to the Ontario electricity grid. Photo, Bruce Power
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Like Father  
Like Son: Voices 
of Canada
David Halton
Dispatches from the Front: 
Matthew Halton, Canada’s Voice 
at War. Toronto: McClelland & 
Stewart, 2015

Review by Anthony 
Wilson-Smith 

T wo points are noteworthy about  
David Halton in connection with 

Dispatches from the Front, his biography 
of his father, the great journalist Mat-
thew Halton. First, David was only 16 
when his father died. Second, David’s 
own career track—first as print jour-
nalist and then as distinguished CBC 
correspondent—closely mirrored that 
of his father. Add those together, and 
it would be reasonable to fear a result 
of either adoring hagiography, or—just 
as tiresome—a cri de coeur ultimately 
more about the writer than his subject.  

But just as Matthew Halton was a re-
markable journalist, so was—and is—
David. The result is an extraordinary 
book that compellingly limns Matt’s 
extravagant, adventurous, achieve-
ment-filled, and far-from-perfect life. 

While doing so, David also creates a 
vivid portrait of one of the most dra-
matic periods of the last century—the 
run-up to the Second World War and 
the conflict itself.

Born in Pincher Creek, Alberta—a 
community for which he maintained 
lifelong affection—Matthew Halton 
possessed a rare combination of jour-
nalistic skills: a gifted writer who was 
also a diligent reporter. At a time when 
daily newspapers were the sole credible 
source of news, he became the Toronto 
Star’s London-based correspondent 
while still in his 20s. From there, he 
wrote stories syndicated across Great 
Britain and the United States as well 
as Canada, while his reputation grew 
accordingly. He interviewed everyone 
from King George VI to Franklin Roo-
sevelt, Hermann Goering, Mahatma 
Gandhi and the indomitable Marlene 
Dietrich. Most impressively, in 1933, 
he wrote a 10-part series from Ger-
many in which he forecast the coming 
dangers posed by Adolf Hitler’s rise. 
Germany, he wrote, “has heard the call 
of the wild. Pan-Germanism, six cen-
turies old, is on the march again, but 
in new and demonic form.” In seeing 
that, he was years ahead of contempo-
raries—including many Western polit-
ical leaders initially in thrall to Hitler. 

M 
atthew wielded influence of  

 almost unimaginable propor-
tions, and was not shy to push his 
views. A keen anglophile, he was a 
socialist who railed against Britain’s 
stifling class structure—but enjoyed 
friendships with members of the ar-
istocracy. When war arrived in 1939, 
he resolved to get up to the front lines 
whenever possible, and repeatedly put 

his life at risk. Partway through the 
war, he was lured from the Star by the 
CBC. His on-air reports, often mingled 
with live background sounds of gun 
and mortar-fire, conveyed the terrify-
ing yet exhilarating feel of life on the 
battlefield in a manner that resonated 
hugely with listeners. As he recounted 
in one broadcast: “Here was the spot 
where we saw the gunners die on their 
guns…here was the advanced dress-
ing station where we were machine-
gunned. Here’s where our new boys 
were caught in the minefield.’ He was a 
Canadian Ed Murrow.

All this is recounted by David—born in 
1940—in artful but matter-of-fact prose 
backed by exhaustive research. He 
brings his clear-eyed approach to other 
parts of his father that would have been 
painful for a son to research. Those in-
clude Matt’s heavy drinking and phi-
landering and frequent absences from 
the family despite his genuinely close, 
affectionate marriage to Jean, Matt’s 
wife—and David’s mother. There are 
frequent references to Matt’s excessive 
drinking, and others chiding him about 
it. Matt seems to have regarded his 
lengthy wartime separations from Jean 
as license to sleep with other women. 
He implicitly acknowledged that in let-
ters to her. Jean, in turn, was sanguine. 
“More than three decades later,” David 
writes, “my mother told me that she ac-
cepted that her husband had ‘the occa-
sional one night stand’ during the war.”

By war’s end, in 1945, Matt had reached 
the height of his fame. As David writes: 
‘For Matt, the post-war years marked a 
slow descent from the summit of his ca-
reer.’ He settled into life in London with 
his family. Despite his professed love for 
Canada, he had spent little time there 
since leaving in 1932. Eventually, his 
drinking and chain-smoking took a toll. 
On a tour of Canada in 1956, his mother 
and Jean became concerned about his 
gaunt frame, lack of energy and unusual 
forgetfulness. Back in England, a check-
up revealed a tumour. Shortly after an 
operation he hoped would restore him 
to health, he had a stroke and died five 
days later, only 52. A doctor who exam-
ined him believed he had ‘early onset 
dementia’ and that had he lived, “he 
would never be the great and famous 
person that he was.’ Death, then, came 
early but as a blessing. 

But just as Matthew 
Halton was a remarkable 

journalist, so was—and is—
David. The result is an 
extraordinary book that 
compellingly limns Matt’s 
extravagant, adventurous, 
achievement-filled, and far-
from-perfect life.  

Spring Reading
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Over the years, his notoriety faded—
until this reminder of greatness from 
his son.  Like his father, David couples 
deft writing with a willingness to do 
his homework, even when it involves 
painful revelations about the brilliant 
but flawed father he so clearly loved. 
Matthew, based on his own often sear-
ingly honest work, would have likely 
approved. Like father, then, like son. In 
the best of ways, they deserve each oth-
er. There can be no better tribute to Mat-
thew Halton than this superb book.  

Contributing Writer Anthony  
Wilson-Smith, former editor of 
Maclean’s, is President and CEO  
of Historica Canada.

A Gentleman  
in Politics
Victor Goldbloom
Building Bridges. Montreal and 
Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University 
Press, 2015.

Review by Antonia Maioni 

H istory often tends to overlook  
 the quiet builders, those whose 
contributions solved many pressing 
problems in crucial transition peri-
ods, and whose life-long commitment 
to public service made a difference to 
future generations. In Québec, Vic-
tor Goldbloom was one of those qui-
et builders, and a real gentleman in 
politics. His aptly titled book, Building 
Bridges, reminds us of the significant 
and lasting impact he and those like 
him can have in our societies

The Goldblooms are, in fact, a well-
known Montreal family: you can find 
the name of pediatrician Alton Gold-
bloom (father of Victor) inscribed in 
the medical faculty’s Strathcona Hall at 
McGill University; and for many years 
the name of publisher Michael Gold-
bloom (son of Victor) displayed under 
the masthead of the Montreal Gazette 
and the Toronto Star. But within this il-
lustrious family, it is Victor Goldbloom 
himself who has had the most remark-
able impact on political life in Que-
bec—and Canada. 

In this memoir, written as both a 
chronological narrative and a series 
of vignettes and speeches, Dr. Gold-
bloom reminds us of why this is so. A 
man whose career spanned the last half 
of the 20th century, he was destined 
to follow in his father’s footsteps as a 
pediatrician. His stories of his training 
and practice are an absolute delight—
not only for the informative forays into 
medical history, but even more because 
they illustrate the often forgotten art of 
empathy in the medical profession. Dr. 
Goldbloom’s bedside manner shines 
through as he cares for children and 
identifies what researchers today would 
call the “social determinants of health” 
in simply observing and understanding 
the family situation of his young and 
vulnerable patients.

For Dr. Goldbloom, however, fate in-
tervened to provide an alternative 
career path. As the Quiet Revolution 
transformed Quebec society, health 
care became a key element of its policy 
agenda. As part of the profession’s lead-
ership (a role that already involved a 
considerable amount of bridge-building 
between linguistic groups and medical 
specialties), he became engaged in the 
political process and was persuaded to 
run for office. Today’s Trudeau-watch-
ers may be interested to know that he 
was first tapped to run in the riding of 
Mount Royal (traditionally considered 
a seat for a member of the Jewish com-
munity) for the Liberal Party of Cana-
da, but lost that nomination battle to 
Pierre Trudeau in 1965. Goldbloom’s 
honest account is not at all bitter; nev-
ertheless, it does not paint a particular-
ly pretty picture of partisan politics nor 
the machinations for which the federal 
Liberals are well known. 

Instead, “Docteur” Goldbloom became 
a member of the Quebec Liberal team, 
winning the riding of D’Arcy McGee 
as an opposition backbencher in 1966 
and eventually as a member of Robert 
Bourassa’s provincial government in 
1970. Here again, Goldbloom provides 
an unvarnished account of his years in 
office, including the dramatic events of 

the October Crisis, the controversy sur-
rounding language laws, and insights 
into many Quebec political figures. 
Goldbloom also unpacks some of the 
decisions that were strategically risky 
for his political prospects, but dictated 
by his ingrained sense to “do the right 
thing”, a concept that seems to elude 
many modern-day successors. 

W hile in office, Dr. Goldbloom  
 did a great deal of bridge-build-
ing in the metaphorical sense—as a 
representative of the English-speaking 
language minority, as the first Quebec 
cabinet member of the Jewish faith—
but he was also a builder in a very 
practical sense, too. He carried the first 
portfolio related to the environment in 
1970, at a time when much too little 
attention was paid to these issues, thus 
carving the path for future interven-
tions. And, as minister of municipal af-
fairs, Goldbloom literally took in hand 
one of the most challenging projects in 
Quebec’s history—the 1976 Montreal 
Summer Olympic Games—whose prep-
arations were on the cusp of disaster. 

After his tenure in political office, Dr. 
Goldbloom was persuaded to move on 
to the national scene, turning bridge 
building into an art form through his 
leadership of the Canadian Council of 
Christians and Jews, and then as the 
Commissioner of Official Languages. 
Goldbloom makes no bones about the 
realities of anti-Semitism and linguistic 
silos in the Montreal of his youth, yet 
he offers a balanced approach in tracing 
societal changes as he led these organi-
zations. We sense the dedication and 
gravitas with which Dr. Goldbloom ap-
proached these responsibilities, but also 
the liveliness that really makes Canada 
come alive in his accounts. Overall, we 
see evidence of steady, honest, respect-
ful but firm guidance, and the way in 
which Dr. Goldbloom transferred his 
professional capacities (the physician’s 
power of careful observation and pre-
scription) and personal qualities (the 
moral compass and sense of humanity) 
into addressing the challenges of reli-
gious and linguistic relations.

Goldbloom provides an 
unvarnished account of 

his years in office, including the 
dramatic events of the October 
Crisis, the controversy 
surrounding language laws, 
and insights into many Quebec 
political figures.  
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These challenges are still with us. And 
they will require new bridge-builders, 
hopefully inspired by the words and 
deeds of Victor Goldbloom, to tackle 
them.  

Antonia Maioni is a professor of Political 
Science at McGill University in Montreal, 
and former director of the McGill  
Institute for the Study of Canada.  
antonia.maioni@mcgill.ca

 

Being in the 
Game for the 
Right Reasons
David Axelrod
Believer: My Forty Years in Politics. 
New York: Penguin Press, 2015.

Review by Lisa Van Dusen 

U 
ntil 2012, when he shaved it off  

 for charity, David Axelrod was 
known to the general public as “The 
David with the moustache” from the 
supporting cast of Barack Obama’s epic 
presidential narrative; the rumpled 
mensch message guru Oscar to David 
Plouffe’s clean-shaven, intense, organi-
zational-wizard Felix. 

In Believer: My Forty Years in Politics, Axel-
rod relives a passion that began when 
he was five—perched on a mailbox on 
Manhattan’s Lower East Side, listening 
to John F. Kennedy stump for the 1960 
election—and peaked with his role in 
the historic 2008 campaign that made 
Obama, against formidable odds, the 

first black president of the United States. 

There are campaigns and then there are 
campaigns. The 2008 US presidential 
campaign was exceptional because of 
Obama’s race and the myriad ways in 
which it defined the story—from the 
time-has-come appeal of his biography 
to the crucial way in which his oppo-
nents underestimated him as a force to 
be reckoned with until he won the Iowa 
caucuses to the Rev. Jeremiah Wright 
eruption and the landmark Philadel-
phia speech that cut through the code 
and addressed the issue head-on. 

It was also a great story because of 
how, as became increasingly obvious as 
Obama prevailed over the Clinton ma-
chine, race became less and less of an 
issue. As Axelrod’s book reveals and as 
Obama proved in the 2008 general elec-
tion against John McCain and in 2012 
against Mitt Romney, Obama was the 
better candidate.  

B ut for those of us who covered it  
 —I went from volunteering for the 
Obama campaign in Columbia during 
the South Carolina primary to covering 
the campaign and the first 18 months 
of the administration in Washington 
for Sun Media—the 2008 campaign was 
exceptional for another reason, which 
is central to Axelrod’s book. 

The campaign Obama, Plouffe and 
Axelrod ran was a multi-million dollar, 
breathtakingly viral, ultimately effective 
experiment in long-game, high-road, 
strategic vs. tactical politics.

If I hadn’t seen it for myself in decision 
after decision on the ground in South 
Carolina, where deputy national cam-
paign director Steve Hildebrand pre-
sided, I probably would have rolled my 
eyes at this passage in “Believer”:

“’Let’s never forget that it’s not just 
about winning, it’s about why’,” 
I would tell my team. ‘That’s our 
edge. We lose that we can’t win.”

While acknowledging that there have 
been times, including in the toughest 
days in 2008, when he deviated from 
that ideal, Axelrod is that rarest of politi-
cal animals who doesn’t operate on the 

default mode of jungle protocol.

There have been other political orga-
nizations that have tried to replicate 
the messaging and mood of the 2008 
Obama campaign without adhering to 
the principles; selling change and so-
cial media mastery while making judg-
ment call after judgment call that be-
tray classic political cynicism. The long 
game isn’t easy in the age of Twitter. 

“Believer” isn’t hagiography; it’s the 
tale of a fateful partnership between a 
gifted political romantic and the once-
in-a-lifetime candidate who combined 
all the intellectual, personal and retail 
qualities for a national run, plus a gut 
reflex to do the right thing.

In an exchange that pollsters, politicians 
and operatives will laugh out loud at, 
Axelrod walks in on the eve of the 2008 
Indiana primary with new numbers 
showing them 12 points down, to which 
Obama responds, “Get the fuck out of 
here,” adding, “You’re a big downer.” In 
another exchange, Obama calls Axelrod 
a mother#%&*er during the dispiriting 
debate prep ahead of the first, rattling 
2012 showdown with Mitt Romney. 

So, he’s not invariably Spock-ish, and 
he’s not always a handler’s dream: His 
aversion to the performance art of de-
bates is dwarfed only by his allergy to 
sound bites. But on issue after issue, in 
crisis after crisis, as Axelrod recounts, 
Obama chooses principle over politi-
cal expediency, which, in our current 
political universe, can seem downright 
eccentric. It will quite likely be the presi-
dential attribute people miss most about 
him when he leaves the White House.

In his epilogue, Axelrod laments the 
fact that Washington now seems a 
more polarized place than it was when 
Obama was elected on a mandate to 
change it. It’s an admission that re-
minds me of standing on the National 
Mall on inauguration day, 2009, amid 
a swarm of two million faces and real-
izing that, aside from being witnesses to 
history, they represented an infarction-
inducing challenge to the status quo. 

Still; saving the economy, reviving the 
auto industry, enacting health reform, 
repealing “Don’t ask Don’t Tell”, nor-
malizing relations with Cuba and ne-
gotiating a tentative nuclear deal with 
Iran are no small achievements. Gov-
erning is always less fun than cam-
paigning, and governing in a backlash 
is much more complicated.  

Policy Associate Editor Lisa Van Dusen is 
also Deputy Editor of iPolitics. She was a 
volunteer in the 2008 Obama campaign, 
and later Washington bureau chief for 
Sun Media. livddc@policymagazine.ca 

The campaign Obama, 
Plouffe and Axelrod ran 

was a multi-million dollar, 
breathtakingly viral, ultimately 
effective experiment in long-
game, high-road, strategic vs. 
tactical politics.  
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Pan Am/Parapan Am Games have 
been sourced from three Barrick 
mines across the Americas. 

Just like the athletes coming to 
the Games, our people are 
committed to a culture 
of teamwork, 
perseverance and 
excellence.
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Gold mined in Ontario
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